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YES, TERRACE WILL HAVE • 
RIVERBOAI' DAYS PARAD[X 
Riverboat Days weekend is coming up soon with 
many of .the same eventS which madelast year's 50th 
birthday celebrations a success including me uen- 
tonniai Lions' Riverboat Days casino, a native soccer 
tournament, outhouse races, and hopefully a parade. 
The HERALD just learned yesterday that no plans 
had been made to organize a parade, traditionally one 
of the more popular events, so we decided to do our 
share .  
Although there are only two weeks left until the 
August 4 - 7 weekend celebrations, the HERALD:is 
hoping to get enough parade participants to Join the 
fun. 
.Entry forms will be published in next Tuesday's 
HERALD, and anyone wishing more information can 
call us at 635:6357 . . . . . . . . . . .  
The weekend festivities will start off on Friday, 
August 4, at 1 p.m. with the Northwest Native Soccer 
Tournament at Skeena Secondary - field. 
The largest Native soccer tournament in B.C., the 
tournament is sponsored by the Canyon City Lions 
Ciub (formerly the Ca'nyon City Recreation Com- 
mission) and includes 20 soccer teams from the 
Pacific. Northwest, from Bella Coola to Bella Bella. 
Also during the weekend at Skeena will be ladies 
softball games, foot races and other athletic events. 
On Saturday starting at 2 p.m. the 4600 Block 
Me~hants Association will hold their walkaide with 
sidewalk sales, outdoor care, antique car show and 
Keystone Kops. " 
Riverboat era (50 years ago and earlier) cos.tumes 
are encouraged. 
Beginning Saturday and going to Sunday will be 
Pacific Northwest Fastball games at Riverside Park. 
Sunday sounds like a bi~ day with many eventS 
.tentatively scheduled starting with the Downtown 
Lions pancake breakfast, a joint church service, and 
the Psychiatric Nurses Association Bed-a-than. A 
marathon race and a cycle race to Lakelse Lake are 
also planned. 
Hall goes well, the parade will begin around ll a.m. 
The Outhouse Race sponsored by the Lakelse Lake 
Lions may be rascheduled for Sunday afternoon at 
Oli's Beach at Lakelse Lake. There will also be a boat 
regatta, concession stand, clowns and various other 
events. 
Ou Monday, the Centennial Lions will hold River- 
boat Days at the arena from 3 p.m. to midnight wit~ a 
casino, beer garden and games of chance andfun. -- , 
.WaSh future i~uos of The HERALD for a complete 
scneame at events for the Riverboat Days weekend. 
Container Ships Collide Head-On 
• North, North-West of Pr. Rupert 
KODIAK, Alaska (AP) -- protection era United States The two vessels era'shed approaching weather front. 
Two container ships heavily Coast Guard cutter today bowon-bow in the North "lf the seas build teo much 
damaged in a head-on while awaiting tugboat Pacific about 960 kllometros and put further strain on the 
collision drifted under the assistance into a safe ~rt . .  outh of this island port vessels, the situation could 
UPDATE 
Forestry firofighters took 
less than five hours, to get 
Wednesday's brush fire near 
the Terrace Airport under 
control, containing the blaze 
to a three-acre area. 
TheAiRflre, about a haif- 
mile east of the airport, was 
believed to have been started 
• by a careless recreatiounlist, 
and was first reported to the 
Forestry Department a 1:30 
p.m• 
Within 15 minut~ the first 
air attack was made 
followed by other air 
tankers, and a rotardant 
guard was quickly doused on 
the fire, according to 
forestry spokespereon Terry 
Walker. 
Six cats, five tanker trucks 
and 40 men fought hat fire 
which was under control and 
into mop-up stages Thur- 
sday. 
While the AIR ~lro con- 
linued to burn, another fire 
was spotted at :Kleanza 
Creek in an active legging 
slash area on CanCel. 
Fifteen CanCel men,. two 
onis and two tankers brought 
that under control and mop- 
up commenced Thursday. 
This fire appeared to have 
started at a lightning struck 
troee and may have 
smouldered a long time 
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Busdriver and tour-guides - but no passengers! 
THE EM,PT¥ BUS 
marked for the federal amateur sp~rts program and 
Mrs. Campagnolo said she hopes that at least that 
much will be retained. ~ 
• .Additional federal funds could~be used for building 
community centres or Inl cultural fields. 
• .Currently ~.5 per cent of LotoCanda pro/its go to 
paying ~f  the Olympic deficit and the remaining IZ.S 
per sent in shared amongst the provinces. 
Gwynne McCullough (left) and Ruth Pousette (right) above, give guided tours of 
• Wednesday .  det~risOrm~atesal~lapidly," a before bursting into flame. Terrace, with the help of the bus driver, Martin Dey, every. Monday and Thur- 
S _ ~ a • •O NO injuries were reported PO . . The blaze was said to have sday. The cost is $5.00 for the two hour trip and includes a tour of the main in. 
lena omens ,we but both ships suffered Both vessels have crews ot been conf'med to one haft- dustrial, recreational, commercial, and residential areas as well as some local 
history. Tours of Kitimat are also available for $10.00 or there is a combination 
- -  ~r  . . . . . . . . .  W ripping wounds totheir hulls, about 30 men. acre. tour and both Terrace and Kitimat can be seen for $13.00 So far not many tourists 
I • =n n n : The vessels were identffied The Coast Guard said the The FAT fire in Kitimat 
~ Jn  L0~0r~ ~roro  M the~.  meL~e.S.Stsr-K out damaged ships were Valley. is.. "ron.sona.'bly ~ve  u..sed ~is service and if more interest is not shown the tours will l/kely he 
discontinueo at  the end of the month 
~,,~.',~.~*',,~.~.~_ __,~_ awaiting assistance from ..qm~,~_w.a.xer emma, ..un~ When the service was started, several weeks ago, the bus ran empty, and when 
• .OTTAWA (GP) - -  The federal government hopes to '~,"~©YY ,a,w-. , -u~ commercial tugs, but the me nJ~...'.N t !~ near ~lazel.um 
reach a compromise with the provinces over the ou~o[ ~,.ugapore;. ~,,_. ,_ rescue vessels were not '".B s.uu.~vmg m..u'mnms thisphoto was taken, Thursday noon, it did not carry a single paying passenger. 
sharing of profits from a natloul ottery once the our. ,_.'~'".'~."~;~.':'~'?".=??" expected until Monday at tbe ~m not o~. w~mer an~ Further information is available a t  635-2063. 
• .v.~ socuon el lm sees m me r wlmm eammg sara-ups I ~i 
rent errangement for Loto Canada expires next year, 8p .ort.~u  ~ M" .I lster r port rslena thereCampag °I°hss beenSaidsofteningThUrsday" ' ou both suferedh°--"'n'h emd,ni~ ,~ t,.m, .~ i s•-Tea Io .Ta "-i wan.sh'-"Poenixbelow-- .H.t,master The coast of guardthe saidTaiwan,the - stil~h.~inhtors -r- ,-.e. ,. .,um.x._©out of .... control,,tmldi~,.,u'snum""~'t~bat  Un i ted  Nat ive  Hat io f l s  , 
sldes of and "I'm sure we ean arrlveut'~an equitable thewatorllne.--~en'dln-wator Phoenix thinks he can n~--~'~ e  . . . . .  -o -~ 
suluutlou/., . . . . . .  ' : , ]  . . i l b~ into i~-=Tol~ard proeeedtoSe..a...ttieneder.his ~ j~"•  TEL fire near Form Nodh-West Looal :.~eprovmceshavesaidtheyWant0t//iWa~tb{tlie ho ld .  ownpo..werwnnanescor~m Telegranh Creek is ~ander , " • i ~:~: ~: : .,~:'~ 
lot~ry business when Lore Canada:sma.n~ate expires -;.,RH)ING+!:~A)MFORTAI~LY: : .ca se..~:.tr~, o~..out~ S.to.r-K~. control ;., ~ :~ ........ ~. ,~::  .~_ 
ttex.tyear, Mrs, Canipa~.01OI~ a Off~redai61~S6~Ht., : l~dl0: ~t i '  f i~ in~ ~' wtu ~ve ~,~.'t(~7~ct into , At lUt report, n f~  in 
,.~ave per cent of the iouery's profits now are ear- cutter Jarvm said both ships t~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  Deadwood Lake s~uthwest of 
were riding comfortably in Thecoastguardsaldptdid Coal River on the Alaska . .The Unlted Native Nations, prlneeRupertlocal, held its first meeting Monday 
10-fcot seas Thursday but not know the destination of .Highway is burning, but no night in order to establish itself officially as a "Native voice" for Native Indtans 
either vessel or their details were available, of thls area. Seventeen people nttended this first prinee Rupert UNN meetingand 
I 
High Hazards 
In B.C. Forests 
"This means that the 
fores~ litter and debris is 
dangeromly dry and any 
outbreak of fire must be 
controlled hnmediately if we 
are to prevent the de- 
struction of large areas of 
cur forests," he said. 
There were 80 new fires 
dra f t  he week, bringing 
e total number so far this 
year to 869 compared with 
803 at the same time last 
year. 
VICTORIA (C]P) -- With 
rainfall far below average, 
'there is an extreme forest 
fire danger in most regions 
of •British Columbia, a 
spokesman for the ministry 
of forests said Thursday. 
H. G. Doerkson, provincial 
forest fire suppression of- 
ricer, said most of northern 
B,C. has received only half of 
the average rainfall 
recorded uring the past 30 
years. 
coast guard officials said 
they were worried about an cargoes. 
, l I 
WINTJiRIO WINNERS 
MANITOULIN ISLAND, Ont. CP - Five tickets 
each woc.th $I00,000 were drawn ~runday in the 
Wintario lottery draw. 
• .The winning numbers were 32264 In series 23; 
48074 in series 1; 38729 in series 2"/; 54208 in series 
51 and 13693 in series 1. 
• .There was a total of 62,370 pflzes for more than 
12 million in prize money• 
[ ..The next draw will be held in Whithy on Aug 3. 
Policies studied? 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Forests Minister Tom 
Waterland said Thursday he 
has established a committee 
to study government policies, 
and regulations concerning 
contracts between logging 
contractors and forest 
companies. 
"This is the first example 
of the continuing dialogue 
the ministry et forests plans 
to have with all sectors of the 
forest industry concer~ndmg 
implementation f the new 
Forest Act," Water/sad said 
in a news release. 
"I  DIDN'T KNOW" - Adam Pasowisty of Terrace 
knew he had a big fish on his spin-anglo hook but be 
wasn't quite prepared for the 80 lb., 56 fnch long Spring 
Salmon he pulled out of the Skecna River. The fish 
4ragged him down past Old Remo Bar and it took 
Adam two hours to bring it in. He was using a Hardy 
I 
10-10 rod and an Ant~assador Reel 7000. The world's 
record Spring Suimott, according to the Guiness Book 
of Records, was e~ght '  in the Terrace district 
nineteen years ago. It ~eighed 93.5 lbs. Adam Is back 
with hook and line, tryidg again to beat it. 
Fires Caused 
By Hot Shoos 
A train travelling between 
Prince Rupert and Terrace, 
gave Forest Service ~ficiais 
a cause for concern Tuesday. 
I t  has been speculated that 
the train with possibly faulty 
brake shoes was the cuuss of 
three fires between the two 
cities• 
The fires occurred around 
Mile 35 of the CNR line which 
runs between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert, according to 
Forest Service spokesman 
Terry Walker. Crews from 
Dawson Construction , the 
CNR and the Forest Service 
soon had the fires under 
control. 
. Walker reminds residents 
and tourists that the camp- 
' fire ban is still in effect in the 
forest around Highway 37 
• ~ north of Kitwanga Lake. 
Gov't i'i~ " • 
3 
:": to a? 
VICTORIA '(CP) -- 
Economic Development 
Minister Don Phil/ape said 
today he is considering 
leading an economic mission 
to the People's Republic of 
China. 
Phillips said in an in- 
tervlsw he met hero three 
weeks ago with a delegation 
from mainland China, which 
expressed a desire to open 
trade talks with the British 
Columbia government. 
"A trip is still in the 
thought process,", the 
minister said• "It would he a 
very tight group, led by 
myself, to start negotiations 
and not Just to look at the 
Great Wall and p¼nt trees, 
10ut to start some serious 
trade negotiations." 
The minister said he will 
also travel to England this 
fail to try to sell mere B.C. 
coal and lumber as well as 
attempt to increase British 
investment in B.C. 
manufacturing. 
Opposition leader Dave 
Barrett recently returned 
from a trade mission to 
Europe and said the British 
are still interested in 
building an oil refinery in 
~B.C. Phillips said he Js not 
interested insuch a project. 
motions were passed to: 
..- register the Prince Rupert local with head office of the UNN in Vancouver 
... to find an office to rent in town.. 
- to hire a field worker as soon as possible. 
• .Cleo Reeee, northern organizer of the UNN in Prince Rupert, explained the 
purpose of the LYNN. "Ever since the B.C. Association of Non-Status Indians 
dinsulved a couple of years ago, due to the feeling at the time that both status and 
non.6tatus should be working together, not in separate groups, there has been 
nothing to replace it. 
. ."The UNN was formed in southern B.C. last year - a body representative of both 
status and non4latus Indians and a political mouthpiece for aHI native peoples. 
Well, finally the northern areas of the province are starting to form UNN locals 
and it's about time• For the last two years the Native people in this area have had 
nowhere to discuss their problems and concerns and feelings about he future of 
their peoples." 
• .Reeee stated that interest for starting a UNN local here was initiated a few 
weeks agowheqe0 Native people from the surrounding villages decided to go to a 
UNN annual assembly in Williams Lake. These people wanted to know what was 
going on in Indian communities across the province. They .became involved and 
eoueerned with the issues being discussed there- nana ctmm issues, the lnomn ,,Lcs 
with respect to women and children and the need to lobby for changes in It, Indian 
education issues, housing for Native peoples, youth and cultural issues. 
• .Reece claimed that the 60 people who attended this assembly in Williams Lake 
decided that a UNN local was a definite need for the local area; Secretary 
~easurer ofthe new UNN lseal here, Dorothy Johnson, said that although only 17 
,people showed up for the first meeting, all the 60 people who went to Williams 
Lake have pledged their involvement with the Prince Rupert local, once things 
get going, an office is established and a field worker hired. 
.."Once we get an office and a field worker, then we can start o deal with issues. 
We hope to interest more people in the LYNN hy way of example and by word-of. 
mouth. When the people see we are active and involved in contributing input into 
our own affairs they will want to get involved too," Johnson said• She added that 
until the office space is found, interested people can phone her, or drop into see 
her at Friendship House, between 9 a .m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Fflday. 
• .The United Native Nations is funded by a grant through the Federal Secretary 
of State. The Prince Rupert local will have funding from the main UNN office for 
its field worker and the locul office. Funding for other local projects will be raised 
by the Prince Rupert UNN on its own. The PHnce Rupert UNN plans to have a 
fund-raising drive in the near future with bake sales, bingos and other events, 
Former Skeena River Boat 
Never Sauce Such Problems 
The Wharf - 55 Essington seafood restaurant opened for business again Mon- 
day, but there was a hold on theHollandaise. 
Under an agreement between the restaurant's owners and city health officials, 
the restaurant will no longer serve the sauce and will alter its preparation and 
storage of ther sauces. . . 
City medical officer Dr. Gerald Bonham closed the restaurant Sunusy after 
four people had been taken to Vancouver hospitals early Saturday and Sunday 
morning with suspected food poisoning. . . " __ 
Bonham said Tuesday he knew of at least 17 food pomomng cases among ~ 
Essin ton patrons. 
Of t~ 17, six ate there Friday night and 11 Saturday night, he said. 
Bonham said that four sauces with fish dishes had been pinpointed uring in- 
vesllgation but Hoilandatse was the most frequently involved and the owners 
volunteered to withdraw it. 
He said the clinical diagnosis "leaves no doubt that these were classical 
staphylococcal toxin cases and not salmonella poisoning or botudsm." 
Bonham said that because of its large business, the gssington prepared sauces 
ahead in large volume, creating problems both in preparation and storage. The 
restaurant now will prepare smaller batches more often and will keep them for 
only two hours from preparation touse, he said. 
The Essingtonplied the waters here for many years as a song•cow, clearing the 
Skeena River andarea of deadheads, logs and other debris of danger to boats, 
She was built at the Prince Rupert Dry Dock in 1931 and was retired several 
years ago and made into a seafood and specialty restaurant on the Vancouver 
waterfront. 
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Terrorists planned to 
kidnap Que. premier By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Companies that may be 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  listing some, of the other efsettlnguparuralguerrilla ~ffected by changes in 
TeToristsplannodtekid.nai i' ctivities plaunod by the group. Quebec'.s French language 
former Quebec premmr terrorists. --The armod robbery of a leg is la t ion  reacted  
Robert Bourassa in 1971 to They included: caisse populaire in cautiously Wednesday to the 
,| 
' 'l~"~ ~ ~ ~ ~'~ PQ decides to allow at work 
working language of their 
national or international 
head offices in Quebec. 
The Parti Quebecois 
government had previously 
prohibited the use of English 
as the language of work at 
of Bill 101 
Some firms, such as Sun 
Life Assurance Co,, cited the 
regulation as a reason for 
deciding to move their head 
offices or some of their 
operations out of Quebec. 
Canadian Pacific Ltd.. said 
he was not surprised bythe 
regulations, and they 
"represent a recognition of. 
the realities of the business 
world in Montreal." 
Paul Leman, vice chair- 
mark the anniversary of the 
1970 October crisis in that 
province, the royal com- 
mission into RCMP 
wrongdoing was told 
Thursday. . b 
Chief Supt. Donald Cob , 
head cl tho RCMP's security 
group in Quebec at the time, 
told the commission .the 
Mounties learned ef the con. 
Sl~raoy tokidnap the former 
premier from another police 
force. He did not identify the 
force. 
Cobb also produced a 
document he prepared 
--Plans to kidnap four or 
five businessmen to finance 
terrorist activities. 
--Plans for an armed 
robbery of a food market. 
The ~onspirators were 
revealed as the authors of a 
1971 robbery of a Montreal 
restaurant, said the 
docmnent. " 
--A raid on the three 
Quebec ClvilDefeuce depots. 
Communication, camping 
and other equipment were 
stolen and the theft was 
assessed by the defence 
department as a suggestion 
Mascouche, Que, 
--A conspiracy to extort 
$200,-000 to finance terrorist 
Jacques Lanctot in Cuba by 
placing a bomb at Dorval 
airport. 
Cobb produced the 
document in reply to Mr. 
Justice David McDonald, 
head of the royal com- 
mission. 
The commissioner had 
asked for some examples of 
the intelligence picked up by 
the RCMP in their Quebec 
work which is partly under 
question by the commission. 
Long term, work 
poss ib le with UIC 
OTTAWA (~q)) - TI~ The study was based on a . earners, defined as young 
loosening of unemployment, comparison of statistics persons or married women 
imuraneeruleain 1971 ms& compiled in 1964 and 1973. with another family income 
It possible for the uuem. The 1971 rule changes torelyon, sharplylncreasod. 
ployed to take Imiger to find shorteneci the qualifyln8 The jobless rate in June, 
new loag.te~m jobs, says a period for collection of when.seasonal changes in 
report released by Statistics benefits to eight weeks out of the work force were taken 
Canada. 52, from 20 weeks, into account, remained at a 
"Higher benefit levels, al- The qualifying period was post-Depression high of 8.6 
though onconraging longer changed again last year, per cent for the fourth 
periods of unemployment, requiring claimants to work consecutive month. 
also permit more extensive between 10 and 14 weeks out 
Job search," says the study, ef 52, depending on reglmml The number of unemploy- 
"To the extent that this unemployment levels. • ment-insuranes claimants 
leads to Improved job. The study also said that has also increased and the 
worker matching, the following the 1971 changes government has been under 
probability of subsequem the incidence of unem- growing.pressure to reduce 
tmemployment is reduced." ployment among secondary benefits. 
Fed. gov't opposes rights 
violations in Chile 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
federal government has 
expressed concern about 
hmmn rights violations in 
Chile and will continue to 
speak out om the issue, nays 
Prime Minister Trndeau. 
The primt minister said in 
a letter to Quebec Premier 
Rene laevesque the federal 
government has been "one of 
the most generous in the 
Western world" in helping 
• victims ef the 1973 military 
coup overthrowing Chilean 
President Salvador Allende, 
More than 6,700 Chileans 
have been allowed to im- 
migrate to Canada since the 
co~p, he said. 
Secret 
files 
opened 
O'I~TA'WA (CP) - -  Health 
Minister Monique Begin has 
decided that 200,000 
Canadians should be per- 
mitted to see most of the 
contents of files in her 
department dealing with 
their use of illegal drugs. 
A spokesman said Thur- 
sday the minister will 
recommend tocabinet that a 
prohibition on public viewing 
ef the files under the Human 
Rights Act be lifted. The 
minister expected to receive 
the approval without rouble. 
The spokesman added that 
the minister has heard 
protests over her decision 
~om provincial and local 
police forces and expects to 
]'/~.r more. 
It will be the first time 
since the department started 
keeping these secret com. 
poter files 15 years ago that 
they will be open o scrutiny 
by those mentvned in them, 
They contain information on 
more than 200,000 Canadians 
Imewn or believed to have 
used illegal drugs. 
Hewas replying in a letter more iiiformation on the 
dated Wednesday to missing persons and has 
demands by Levesque and invitoda delegation from the 
members of the Quebec United Nations commission 
National Assembly for on human rights to visit 
Canadian action on the Chti- Chile and investigate. 
can human rights issue. Trudeau said Canada has 
The Quebec demands arise supported human rights, in 
from recent hunger strikes Chile and "has on many 
by Chileans in Chile and occasions expressed t~ the 
Canada calling for more government of Chile its 
information on missing anxiety over violations of 
persons in the South human rights in that 
American country, country, especially with 
The Chilean government regard to persons missing 
has promised to provide since the events of 1973." 
' PUBLIC 
MEETIli6 
Hear 
Benno Friesen 
MP for 
Surrey IPldte Rock 
8:00 p.m. 
Friday, July 21 
Terrace Hotel 
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVHIVE 
ASSOCI4TIOll OF SKEEllA 
news they will be allowed to company head offices in 
retain English as the Quebec under the provisions 
U.S. posties strike 
TORONTO CP - A 
spokesman for the Canadian 
post off says Canada's post 
offices will continues to 
accept mall adressed to the 
United States even though 
that country's 570,000 postal 
workers might go on strike 
at mignight Thursday night. 
Ed Roworth, pest office 
and held, initially, but 
because of the volume 
between the two countries 
"it pries up pretty quick." 
U.S. postal union 
representatives are meeting 
with federal officials today 
to try to avert a strike, 
Among the union's 
requests is a wage increase 
public relations officer, said of about 14 per cent a year in 
today re.nil will be accepted a two year contract. 
In Montreal, Jeffrey 
Norman, senior corporate 
relations officer of Sun Life, 
said his firm does not wish to 
comment immediately on 
the new regulations. 
Norman said in a 
telephone interview the 
Quebec government ' s  
language policy was not the 
main reason for the corn- 
pony's plans to move its 
head office to Toronto, But 
he added that the new rules 
are very important. 
RECOGNIZE REALITIES 
F.S. Burbidge, president of
nan of Alcan Aluminum Ltd. 
and director of Bell Canada, 
both of which have their. 
head offices in Montreal, 
said the changes are a step in 
the right direction because 
they represent a more 
flexible approach. 
Robelrt Scrivener, 
chairman of Northern 
Telecorn Ltd,, said the new 
regulations are not only a 
good idea,, but  a 
requirement, The changes 
do not affect his company 
hecause it is able to operate 
bilingually in Quebec, he 
said, 
Reginald Grooms, head ot 
the Mm.reai Board of 
Trade, said it is naive and 
ludicrous for the government 
to expect it can control what 
language people use for 
business, 
Gronme said the new 
regulations amount to 
having companies ask for 
permission to use English 
and will lead to the depar- 
ture of more head offices 
from Montreal. 
Ghisiain Dufour, executive 
director of Conseil du 
Pat:onat du Quebec, the 
province's largest em- 
ployers' group, said the 
regulations did not tell hhn 
anything new. 
Dufour said Article 44 of 
Bill 101 already provided ¢or 
special regulatimm for head 
offices. 
Beef orices are going up! 
Why not invest 
in a freezer! 
Which the overage family can buy 
with the savings effected on beef 
purchases over o period of less than 
18 months!I! 
TODAY'S SPECIAL 
9 'C'U. FT ,: 
McCLARY 
FREEZER 
FEATURES: 
• 665 Ibs. Capacity o Polyurethane Foam Insu- 
latlon • F lex l - l ld .  Temperature Warning 
Light • Safety lock • Recessed Handle and 
Concealed Hinges.  IntoHor light • Accurate 
Cold Control • Defrost Drain • Decorative 
Plastic • Liner Lid • High Efficiency Compres- 
sor. Food Spoilage Insurance 
 387 °° 
ALSO AVAILABLE 8, 12, 16, and 23 CU. FT. FREEZERS 
AT SPECIAL PRICES. 
' TERMS .. ~-~i 
FREE DELIVERY TO TERRACE & KITIMAT 
• 1~ W >~ 
j ,  
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Burns Lake I I l legal f ishing reports exaggerate I 
union cancelled +, - Howard English, amember vessel actsaslookoutwldle 
Spokesmen for the federal Wednesday that while he has of the federal government's the others fish. 
nowayofknowingtheextent sports fishing advisory Barry Huber, deputy VANt;uOVER (CP) --'rile '/ha IWA was initially fisheries ervice any reports 
British Columbia Labor given automatic cer- that up to 40 per cent of x illegal fishing, he believes committee, who said in- fisheries director, said he is 
Relations Board has can- tiflcation Nov. 22, 1977, with commerical net fishermen that fewer than 20 per cent of dustry source told him that upset at the allegations, 
celled the controversial the required 55 per cent of are engaged in illegal fishing the fis]lermen would be .commerica] net fishermen which he said are little more 
certification of the In- employees signed up, but a practices are a gross ex- involved in such practices, often violate closure than hearsay. 
ternational Woodworkers of subsequent investigation aggeration, regualtions by fishing seven "In my dealings with corn- 
America, local 1.424, at found the sign-up in doubt Tom Mooalsky, of the Reports of the extent of days a, week in a well- merical fishermen, I would 
Decker Lake Forest because the union had ap- department's enforcement illegal activity came from organized pack in which one say the majority are very 
conscious of the regulations 
Produets nearBurnsLake, pare.ntly promised to Violence feared in central B.C. reimburse initiation f es and operate within the law, as do most of the native 
Sowever, the board turned some employees if the over  lndian people and the sports 
down a company application organizing failed. ~ - : fishermen," he said. 
that the union be prohibited 
The bsardthendecidedto Native f ishing rights from organizing or applying reissue the certif cati n, Huber said, however, that 
for certification within the saying that it would be the department is aware of 
next two years. cancelled if workers failed to violations in which one 
Theboardalsodismifiseda VICTORIA (CP) -- A sion over the rights of In- MAKES PREDICTION request by a group of vote with the union's fishing boht acts as a lookout 
native Indian spokesman dians to net fish in rivers for "We don't plan to take this for anoher while fishing 
dissident mill employees recommendation a first said today that someone food. sitting down. Somebody is during a season closure. 
that a representation vote be contract. could get killed in the dispute 
called if any union tries to On April 24, the employees over Indian fishing rights. He said he is concerned by lsg°inggolngt° to etgethUrt'killed.S°meb°dYwe are there's"That'Snothingan O]d ew problem,in that " 
organize the employees voted 45 to 11 to reject the Chief Tom Sampson of the Otway's statement that fighting to maintain a right he said. "If they're in packs 
within the next three years, recommended • agreement. Tsartlip band, an official of Indians are " netting three that has always been ours. of seven or eight, that's 
~, t~e South Vancouver Island times as much fish as they Du---gout "If the federstion thinks it entirely poasible. I can't TribalAssociation, delivered are entitled to and are can stop the ancient right of discredit it and equally I near  s =,  warning while crifldzing poaching. Indians to rtske fish for their can't say it's going on." 
the British Columbia "He (Otway) table, it's wrong." The department has about 
Wildlife Federation for at- generalized," said Sampson. Sampson said the Indians 80 fisheries officers and destination to incite a con- "H~'a condemning all In- havealways supported con- three patrolvenels tocover 
frontation between Indians diam. servation but the federation the B.C. coastline and inland 
.~ and non.lndiam. "He made silly, has taken a redneck position fishing in the Interior. 
~VANCOUVER,  B.C. '~e canoe is = an area of Sampson said irrespon- irrespo=iblestetementsa.d onthebsue, leavi.S no room MeanwhiIe, BobWriSht, a i . r __ . . . . . _ _ . , . . . .~__ . .~  i)m " 
(CP) - -  A 12.6-metre dugout , good weather with following slble statements by he has put federal fisheries to settle the matter member of the sport fishing 
canoecarryitNgthreeBri~h winds, the weather office federation president Bil| officers in an awkward amicably, advisory committee, said I umuHow 
Columbia'adventerers to said Thta'sday. Otway will aggravate ten- position. He said the campaign to that i f  the charges of f i n a n c i a l  
• llawall from Vancouver is Lind saidshe stimates the stop Indian from net t~ fish widespread illegal fishing 
: le~ than 1,440 kilometres Oreada, which left Van- are substantiated, the Foreign teachers fo~ their own use has executives , from its destination, former couver May 14, will complete resulted in fmherie  officers federal government should 
.... crew member Karin Lind the 3,600-kilornetre voyage arming themselves, establisha new agency using 
said Wedmsday. July 30, "a little ahead of h i r e d  in  B C Lind, who left the Orenda what was expected when we Meanwhile, Fisheries includingSeVeralRCMp,res°urces--the Coast 
in CaLifornia, said leader were in California." • • Minister Romeo Leblanc " Guard and Armed Forces-- 
Geordie Tocher made radio contact Monday with the tug Tocher, 51, is making the VANCOUVER (CP) - -  they're building training agreed Wednesday to send to beef up federal fisheries parliamentary secretary patrol and enforcement. 
Joseph F~s  which was en voyage to prove an an- Foreign teachers are being facilRies here and send some Hugh Anderson (L--Comox- Wright said the use of sueh 
route to Oregon. thropological theory that B. allowed to fill positio~ at o( their people to the States Alberni) to Liilooet to meet agencies would avoid the 
~.- It was the first radio C. Indians had paddled and British Columbia in- to train, they can't get the with Indian representatives need for vastly increased 
contact made with the sailed their war canoes to dependent schools and at teachers they need here." following a ban on Indian expenditure on additional 
Orenda since it departed Hawaii. some public schools while food fishing on the Fraser personnel and equipment for 
from SantaCruz, Calif., June Also on board the canoe hundreds of B.C. t~ehers MORE RESTRICTIVE River Monday and Tuesday. the fisheries department. 
29 for Oahu. The crew had are navigator Gerhard remain unemployed. Reynolds said the 
put in at Santa Cruz when Klesel, 56, of Vancouver, and Alice Reynolds t a department has become 
Tocher became sick and sup- Richard Tomkies, 40, of spokesman for the ira- more restrictive during the 
plies ran low. Pender Harbor, B.C migration department, said past three or four years, 
Wednesday the department issuing only one-year em- 
has issaed a number of one- ployment visas rather than Lazelle Medical 0enter Vand .a year visas teschools who say landed-imnd~ant status. ", er. Zalm en ie8  they have been tmable to flnd Reynolds sa id  that 
V a n d e r h  f f i  ing suitable Canadians. They teachers were needed DO r are given 30 days to search previously in northem areas is pleased to announce  
for qualified Canadians, he and that public schools also 
VICTORIA (CP) -- society'sfandinguouldbeeut said. have to look outside the Dr. Lennox Brown has rejoined 
Human Resources Minister if he remained in his "We also do a search for country at times for teachers 
Bill Vander Zalm said today position, teachers," she said. "Some- in specialized areas, such as Dr. Ron Brooks, 
he had no involvement in Vander Zalm said Yorke's times it takes longer than 30 teaching the blind or deaf. . 
Wednesday's fir.ring of a statements are sheer non- days ff we have indieatiom Diane Walter, of the B.C. 
Vanderhoof, B.C., com- sense because neither he nor that there may be a School Trustees Dr. Catherine Reilkoff 
• mtmity resource worker, his ministry had anythcg to Canadian." Association's teacher em- 
EdYorkesaidhewasfired oiith the firing. Yorke, he Som~ schools include ployment service, said at 
from his job as co-ordimtor said,rworked for a private religious beliefs mid t:aining least 300 B.C. teachers are and 
~of an independent corn- society, not the ministry, in their qualifications, but " actively seeking work 
unity r~s~rees centre in - Vander Zalm also said he Reynolds said the depart.,  ..through the~ service, with Dr. ~ohn Birbeck. 
e eentra}~lNtedor com- is not concerned abet the ment has not questioned many more ssarehing on 
mtmityafterhe filed charges charges filed against him by whether eligion is a valid their own. 
in provincial court Tuesday. Ygke. reason for recruiting non- 
Vander ~ Im was among Yorke filed charges Canadians. 
those charged with con- agaimt the minister and "The Christian reform 
tributing to juvenile dun- several others for failing to schools for example--they 
queney, remove six children from an have quite a few they bring . 
Yorke said hat while he environment which he aid in," she said. 
was dismissed by the promoted juvenile "They have quite a 
directors of the society, he deliquency, statement offaith, and while 
felt the firing came under 
threat from the human NEAREST THONG TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
resources ministry hat the 
(Reduces the fr ictional wear-and.lear thai causes you  to "trade in" every few years). District of Terraoe 
Today's job NEW T,M T HOT"PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR ENGIHE 
ings opportunity are identical list- Monday, Terrace .."The Special Council, J ly Meeting 241h, originally of 1978, the scheduled has Di trict been for f WITH A 5'0 .'0go MILE PROTECTIVE gu Pent 
to those publ ish-  rescheduted for Tuesday, July 2$th, 1978, at 1'roll,m* illfllTIMilll "Reg. U.S. Pat. Office for 
7:30 p.m. in the Mun ic ipa l  Council  Cham- .u Post's fluorcarbon resins. 
ed in Thursday 's  bers . "  lUlilIII bURIINU! FACT The coat of owning end operating eny vehicle--car, bus, track, you 
__ Hera ld .  ~ name it--hal got~e straight through the celllngl The cost o1 gasoline and o11? UPl 
- ,  The payments demanded by skilled (and not-so-skilled) mechanics? UP! The 
pricetags on new cars and trucks? UPI it's posillvely sickening--and it's going to get 
~ ~ , l ( ~ d ~ k ~ k  WHATIS TMT? worse before it gets any belled 
( ~ ~ ~ I ~ ) (  TMTisasuperconcentratedhqutdtor- ' 
mulahon incorporating Du Pont TEFLON'. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines When EO ALMQUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. T[FLON TIlUTMENT. 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, this ',The act ve them ca nsredient in *'T,M.T." has "And once "T.M.T." has been added 1o an en. 
key  ingredient instantly goes to work against a special affinity for metal which causes it to l ine -  positive results can be seen through thl 
the No, One Cause of poor gas mileage, "plate" and adhere to all.exposed friction sur. exper enced and trained eyes ot even the molt 
, sluggish performance, hzgh operating tern- faces. Polymers attract more polymers to a micro skit ed of mechancs. They will notice a decided 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown: frlc. thickness which means a "controlled" bu!ldLup increase in compression leadlngs-whlch leclI-  MAJESTIO JEWELLERS occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts ,or "a es that Pistan and de, 'eel have ImProved. i the numerous user.reportof reduced "blow.by", An increase in idle r.p.m.I will also be detect. 
But unless you're a chemical engineer, Increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced frlrtlon after • few 
right now you're more interested m what TMT consumption! hundred miles of "T.M.T," "plating", 
does than how it does it, So here =t is. in s "And In order to effect a permanent treatment, "CONCLUSION: Not only Is "T.M.T." easy to USe 
nutshell'. • you simply add "T,M.T." to the crankcase oll (it should take 30;seconds at the most for addlnl 
TMT IS FAST! There's nothing complicated through the oll filler hole (so. easy - that even a permanenz treatment) - but its results can be 
'~:  oordially i nv i tes  you ,o , , ,  can do , t , -  preferably offer the engine seen even under the careful scruti.qy of any , about using TMT--a 12-year-old ktd could do has reached normal operating temperature. The mechanic! The benefits that can be expected with 
it in lessthan 60seconds and not even 9et engine should then be run for a minimum of -r.M.r," in the engine -are as follows: In. 
his hands dirty! thirty minutes in order to make sure that all creased Gas Mlleage.-Increased Horsepower-Llss 
': TMT IS PERMANENT~ It's an engine treat- friction smfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces 011 Consumption - Less We|r On Internal Pa~'tl -
in  meat, not an od treatment Just one stogie are required for the averase passenger car or Reduced Emissions- Lower OperaUnll Tempera. to come , application ,s all ,t takesto permanently pro- small truck engine, tures - [asler Cold Weathe, Startsl" 
tect your engme, for as long as you own your 
and o.,, sea  TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money where How that 10a've heard f/.m the expert... IIItln ta tk| r|v*l el erdln|q drlvlrl. 
i our mouth ~s on this w~th a $1.000,000 Product Liability Pohcy msued by a nahonally THE R[$ULT$ P[OPLE HAV[ GOTTEN AR[ $0 $[NSATIONAL, WE CAH'T PHINT TH[M. THAT'S pn uine famous insurance company' WHY W['VE "BL[[P[D" TH[M OUT OF 1HIS[ ACTUAL CUSTOMER LKTT[iI$... 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Effechve for any car, (Once you've put T.M.T. In your vehicle, you'll be filltnil in the figures yourself). 
truck, or other veh ic le -whether  tt's thts Motorcycle Racer "Bad Deal" becomes wrong. Of course he probably 
year's model or one that's 15 yoars old' Pro- gets more powerl "Good ha l "  with "T.M.T." won't admit it until he uses the AR61LLITE OARVlNaS tectsandpreservesneweng,nes 1,ghtens TMTinhis car thatl'm,lvlnlhim up" and reluvenates old ones t "As an englneerine student and 'Tee tried gas savers, pills, new as a present." -- II.W. 
racer, I was i~terested In what filters, enstne tRatmenh, etc, My 
I TMT IS GUARANTEED ~ Every TMT Treat- T.M.T would do 1,1 a tenth mite friend told me about a product Auto Mschlmic 
', ', rnent sold carries w~th t t  the strongest, most speed test. that his father had Just tested for recommenlh "T.M.T"! 
iron-clad Guarantee we coulO thmk of I -  A series of ruffs from a standin8 his fleet of trucks an~ I'm sure "1 am a. Auto Mechanic end I done by . GUARANTEED Better gas mdeage start showed that our E,T. (Elapsed you 8uessed it was T,M.T. drive a '67 Caddy, lind it WlS II11. 
more miles from every tankful or My mileage has 6one ft0rn XX to ins e lot of Ps In the city led 
Time) was reduced by XX e second art unbelievably astoundinil XX, My en the hillhWeys. I wes letlln I t4 
money back m fulH after T.M.T was added to the fuel father, who Is a car mechanic miles to the gallon but now~ lln~l 
M E D R I 0  JONES . oo ,~, , ,EEO Lessodburnmg long- +ix In ray 125¢.¢. Kawaseki Me. to ld  me W$ ImPossible but I've I've been u$1rle'T.M.T"lplck t~ll 
er periods before "topping off" or torcross racin8 molorcyce, kept e.ct  records on my last four XX Ilallons in the city-end XX lal. 
Ions on the hlllhwey, I0 I know money back ~n full . As a student of en61neerinK this tankfuls and have proven the old 
• GUARANTEED Smoother engme perfor- proved that r.M.T reduced friction sayins that even fathers can be you pe091e have e seed product and /will recommend it." 
mance less stalhng sncI rough ~dhng and ,ncreased power." Mr, C.T.D. on o, money back m full' K.O. - RlClr 
I I  
SATURDAY JULY 22 . Increased horsepower ' and higher compresston m ez,p a.d k FILL OUT AND MAIL NO-RISK COUPON--TODAY! 
acceleraUon , or money back ~n full t " 
il~?!"~: .L, ='~ ¢ ~ ~ t ~  e GUARANTEED Longer engme hfetulprlngfewerandrepa,rplstonb,llSlobs)(espec,allYor moneyf°r backC°Stlyln *' ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. DUE TO OVERWHELMING DE MAND. (FIRST COME, FIRST S E R V [ 3 , E n c l o s e d  is I-1 cheque or 17 imoney order  
+ + . ou+, .o  +. .+  +,o  
[~;,~!, money-sawng benehts no matter how 
~' ; '  Ion9 you own your veh,cle or mo~e~, [ ]  one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26,95 
back m fulV 
JFWI:LLI:R$ LTD. Name: 
In view of the many possible savings and Address: 
+ + + e + + + + +  
6 3 2 - 2 1 7 1  anyveh,cle owneror operatorwould gladly City: Prey.: .P,C.. 
o,,  .= .  oo. ,,o. oe,+.o, , ea,+, o, 
TMT? S$0 00"~ $100 00') MORE~ 
216 C i ty  Centre Ktt imat Well, listen to th=s The estabhshed relad 
~nceof TMT iS only $14 95~ That's right, only FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
pay=]4"J'~-aliself backtmY investmentdozens o! thatt,mesCOUidover,pOSs~blY, n sa~- P.O. Box 550, Stahon J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
mOe Om gas. o11, and rep31r bdls fantastic 
The great Italian v io l in virtuoso Niccolo Paganini 
played so br i l l iant ly ,  a iugend grew t,J) around 
him that • he had made a pact with the Dev i l .  
According to our 
customers, it's the 
best deal in town. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V6G IL6 
- 635-6571 or 635-4325 
Z-][Ol%T ]C).,~k Dealer License Number 02066A 
may start their career this fall with 
the CGA work-study program.- 
The Certified General Accountants' Association offers 
an educational program conducted in cooperation 
with the Llniversity of British Columbia. 
Students throughout the province may leam pro- 
fessional accounting practices while employed in the 
field. Covered in this comprehensive course of studies 
are all aspects of financial control, reporting systems 
and management, leading to specialized training in 
general accounting, public practice, controllership, 
public auditing and taxation. 
The CGA Association is the largest professional 
accounting association in British Columbia, with more 
than 1,500 members and 3,000 students. Across 
Canada, 17,500 men and women are CGA students. 
Registration closes Friday, August 18 
i ,m,m m, m m m,m m, , , ,m m_. , , l  
] MAIL COUPON TODAY OR PHONE u_ 
I 732-1211 | 
I Director of Student Services II 
=. CGA Building, 1555 West Eighth Avenue II 
I Vancouver, B.C V6J 1T5 
| Please send me information regarding J. 
I the Certified General Accountants' 1978 II 
". program. | 
LOCAL ! Name " ' *~ j "'" ~ '~' I INFORMATION l . . . .  
Ralph Dunbar, II Address ~ .: ".  ', ...' . . . . .  ;: ...... ~.': | 
CG~. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Phone: 638-1253 | " II 
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EDITORIAL • " ' - " 
The Trailers Are Ooming 
In a matter  of a week or two, 140 silver- stream trailers will be invited to take part, as 
coloured Airstream trailers, towed by all will the f ire departments, police, Guides and 
manner of powerful cars or trucks will be pulling Scouts. 
into Terrace for a four day visit. Their arrival Last year a commum'ty church service drew 
will coincide with the Riverhoat Days annual 1200 worshippers. If it can be arranged, for this 
festival of Terrace. year - possibly an outdoor service, weather 
The Chamber of Commerce has been the permitt ing- (indoors, in the arena, if it does not-) 
connecting link and, presumably in charge of an even great attendance can be expected. 
promoting their visit. Unfortunately, Terrace's  When the caravanners pull out of Terrace, 
Annual Riverboat Days Parade has been can- Sunday afternoon, they will be carrying with 
celled. A call to the Chamber of Commerce them memories of their visit to Terrace. If we 
Thursday morning revealed the president was on can provide them with favourable impressions, 
holidays, out of town until the end of July, but - they will be telling their friends in the United 
after a couple more calls we were told (and States, and the word could spread rapidly. - for 
recalled) that this aspect of the Chamber's  work, there are more than 26,000 Airstream members  
which falls under "tour ism" is handled by in the Wally Byam Club in the U.S. and Canada. 
Juanita Hatton. It could be good for Terrace's  reputation, good 
Mrs. Hatton told us that her committee for the businessmen, and good from the stand- 
(Tour ism) of the Chamber had arranged a point of human relations as well as U.S. 
reception for the Wally Byam Airstream Canadian friendship. 
Caravan No. 119 for the day of their arrival, For "Ham operators, interested in contacting 
August 3rd. (Thursday) at  8 p.m. at the Arena. the No. 119 caravan, that left Brandon on Ju ly 
Attending will be the Terrace Highland Pipes 3rd. heading for Terrace,  the frequency used by 
and Drums,  Cadets, and representatives from the Wally Byam members  is 14308 and there are  
other organizations, two skeds per day - one at 9 a.m. and one a t  2 
The U.S. National Anthem (The Star Spangled p.m. Pacif ic Time. 
Banner) and the Canadian National Anthem (O The Herald would very like to hear f rom 
Canada, English Version) will be sung. anyone in wireless contact with the group. 
Juanita Hatton, on behalf of the Chamber, will During its visit, present plans call for special 
introduce Mayor Maroney to the Caravaners, news content and features on the caravanners,  
and the Mayor, in turn will introduce and free eopies of the Herald to be given to them, 
representatives from the business communities daily, as a gesture of goodwill f rom the staff agd 
ot Kit imat and Terrace, such as Alcan, CanCel, publishers. 
and Twin River. If the parade is to be  a success, ff the 
The Mayor will also introduce representatives caravanners are to enjoy their visit to Terrace, 
from the various sportmen's associations, uch and if it is to ben memorable  occasion for all, the 
as the Rod and Gun Club, Skydivers and Hang utmost cooperation and communi'ty spirit will be 
Gliders. called for. 
Bus tours will be available for those who wish We know that Terrace is capable of putting 
to take them. But, apparently, after the forth such an effort. 
reception is over, other than the Riverboat days Our only hope is that that effort will be for- 
celebrations - with no parade - the 280 U.S. thcoming, in this part icular instance. 
visitors will be on their own. We are asking for ideas, suggestions and 
Aware of this, the Daily Herald is trying to letters from our readers on the subject - f rom 
drum up last minute interest in putting on a Kit imat equally as Terrace-  and also from Cable 
Mammoth Parade, during which the 140 Air- Car Crossing. Whatever. 
Second Editodal 
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"'The Quebec police forgot all about the kidnap charge but threw the book at me for 
sending the ransom note in English. '" 
Notes From P,M. Trudeau's Speeoh 
To Oanadian Jem On Yom Ha'atzmut 
YOM HA'ATZMAUT, MAY misfortune fell to diabolical so many times of saying to The situation .in which 
10,1976 deptha. How we would like to each other, in an in- larael finds itself is hesicaily 
It gives me great plcasure he able to say, howwewould comparable mixture of theoame as that of the an- 
to find myself in your like to he sure, that the bitterness and tenderness, cient Hebrews. It is a 
company on this thirtieth sufferings of the Jews are irony and gravity, "Next situation made up of very 
anniversary of the State of finally over! For no other year ... inJerusalemV', they complex and shifting forces 
Israel. I share with all my people has been struck by have finally returned. And including neighheurs strong 
heart the great and solemn such cruel destiny. Nor can this Return is in every in their own legitimacy. Like 
joy which is yours in we call this long and painful respect worthy of a chruniele its dlstent forefathers, Israel 
celebrating Yore Ha'atz. story to mind without ex- occapying one of the highest is forced to take inte accoant 
maut. And I am certain that periencing lisartrending places in history, both this complex situation 0not " " '  " "  shy ~ Canadians today  cam, . , . ,  without being TheJews who gathered in andthese l,itimateclaims, 
l l n T a n . l i l P . ¢  ' ' salute their Jewish com-. saizedbydlatressi/3gfeellngs theHoly Land to form the painful though this may be 
State of Israel brought o it after so many trials and so 
mmmuuv lu  BWWBIV  . patriots with the same an- of gaflL.Forin tru.th the~,, all the wealth of spirit and much suffering. This means 
thesiasm, are preczous few WhO womu 
sharp. For, as with snakes - the size of the biter Our feelings of fellowship dare to say to the Jews: "I intelligence, allthe qualifies, that in Israel the desire to virtues and gifts that I have obtain peace, and the will to 
; . . . .  ,,;t~,,~^,, u . . . . . . . . .  tha lo~,~[e do aa - Gel'- are marked by respect and am a n,exceptiou, I am in- mentiened.lnafewdecades, xist, tend to form a single 
carr iers (formerly known as postmen)? . ,o -,, ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - ,, ----~, ~,. ,,, . . . . . . . .  ~o~ - , ,o - , -  none=. man shepherds and Doberman pinsch,ers are I'~'i~i~s~i~e,~l'e~s-~n~'~ The very survival of the their presence, the objoctive.Andthatinwhywn 
Why is it that whenever dogs do bite letter more apt to strike terror into a earr ier  s heart  grossly ighbcant' or ab-' J ewkh people is a ma~ legitimacy of which cannot should attach much ira- 
carriers, the dog owners seldom see it as anyone from their sheer size and  psy~ologlcal  effect, solutsly imemiUve, to relate There, nave  righUully be questioned, has  portsnce,, to l.ncre~ing tl~. 
but the ~. ,  le t ter ,  , carriers' ~ " fau l t " . . .  Although some carriers'*, d6"e~ 'a  ,'sprdy ~: to  Jem4n quite tl~ ~ SameU,; disimulesslnns, ~..' ...~., =.... ~i,; literally brought.back/~.,!ife;:,-,~.:ex~~!i.~;Israel~; 
The/earelette/ 'e '~i~er~ intliis town'wh0have repellent o, stave off an attacking animal, they -W~h°~:rr g ~:spe ofuffil~niePlent mhaar:ss~acmre~sIs' ani~eC~teip ~: .  a land that was being eaten and the Arab countries. away by the desert; the These approaches, these 
are reluctant touse it; they are more anxious to knowledge of the Jewish fattens; they have known country hasheanahendantly gestures which are not 
' nces a verty, want, complete lack win the dogs friendship rather t~an have to realltyalwayse .xI~eri. "e . ~ . . . . . . . .  -*~'-~-ion in and generously populated; nfrnidtosetasidediplomaue resources that had lain conventions, give us fresh 
defend themselves constantly, certain awe in ms or .~r  m~-~r~.y  ~u,u ~ '° ' rh  v forgotten or unsuspected hope, fer they seem to 
• " "th relationsh|ps - even the mint small isolated groups....e~ Why pe?.ple keep v~c.so~ do~. at la rge .~,  ordinary ones - with the have been ~luenced by have been developed;• a. signify a growing concern 
access to me xront yarn wnere mey can attaCK Jewish neople Far from variounforeign cultures, the highly technical indusma| forjnstice. Furthermore, the 
anyone, including a child in distress entering the being ab'u~en,'t~ awe ~ a ~ pw.~_:,:o_f , s_~er~ig.n base has been created, a new Bible- which, in a manner 
Why is it that dogs traditionally bite letter 
been bitten by almost every breed of dog. One 
woman letter, carr ier in Terrace not long ago 
suffered pretty nasty bites to her arm - and 
elsewhere. 
The other day, a letter  carrk~r wllo i has 
delivered marl in Terrace for the pastseven 
years told me fear of being bitten preyed on his 
mind to quite an extent. Having gotten most of 
the dogs on his walk used to him, he feared that 
gate, or a stranger enquiring directions, an Avon source of inner light; far civilizations; they have democracy has been set up, amazingly relevant to 
saleslady, a Heart Fund or Salvation Army Red from impeding friendship, i t  experienced the sterilizing welcoming an unheard-of modern times repeatedly 
gives it added warmth. For denial :of 'normal human diversity of languages and promises peace to Israel - 
. . . . . .  ,=...=.s. =.,~.1~;t^,. _ ~f=of d~rmrnt~ bmlation indissolubly inks peace with when he returned from his holidays he would 
have tostart  all over again, since the dogs would 
be upset from having had a different carr ier  on 
the route during his absence. 
The carr ier  said he would have nightmares 
from worrying about certain vicious dogs that he 
could not be certain would be tied up next time, 
that might come bounding out of hiding behind a 
shrub or a shed to inflict nasty bites on his 
person. 
For during the past seven years, (every walk 
is usually "good" for one or two dog bites a year) 
his "purple heart"  count has added up to quite an 
impressive number of injuries. Little dogs can 
be just a6 terrifying - their teeth are just as 
The British Columbia 
mining industry had a year 
of uneven performance in 
1977 - and a pattern of long- 
term decline is beginning to 
appear. 
This picture merges from 
the annual economic study of 
the industry conducted on an 
independent basis by Price 
Waterhouse & Co., chartered 
accountants. The 1977 study 
was released today. 
It showed some industry 
indicators up, but other key 
indicators down. 
However, the number of 
operating mines in British 
Columbia was down to 21 
(from 24 in 1975) -- and since 
the end of 1977 several other 
mines have announced 
suspension or closure of 
operations. 
Price Waterhouse aid no 
substantial expansion of the 
mining industry in British 
Columbia Is expected for 
several years,' and 
development in the coal 
sector continues at a slower 
pace than anticipated. 
"Such expansion as may 
be in the planning stages at 
the present ime could well 
be offset by mine closures 
brought about by low prices 
or the exhaustion ofexisting 
ore bodies," the chartered 
accountants said. 
Net sales revenues for 1977 
of the operating mines were 
$1.096 billion, an increase of 
12 per cent from the 1976 
Shield Campaign canvasser - is a mystery. But 
many do. 
" I  can hardly wait to go on holidays; those 
dogs are getting me down" our letter carr ier  told 
us again last week. This week he had an update 
on the situation• 
"Well, I got bitten again - yesterday,"  he said, 
holding up his a rm in evidence. The dog had 
chomped through the skin and he admitted it was 
as painful as it looks. 
,What  didthe owner say?"  I asked. "Oh, she 
said she was sorry, when I told her."  he said. 
Big deal! 
Do any of our readers have the answer? 
B,O, Mining Pioture Shows 
Longterm Pattern of DeOline 
total of $975 million. 
Coal, lead, molybdenum 
and asbestos mines showed 
sales gains, but copper 
mines fared badly and 
declining zinc revenues 
helped pare down the overall 
sales increase for the year. 
With copper prices still 
depressed, copper mines lost 
an average f two cents on 
each pound of copper 
produced. 
Costs increased faster 
than revenues, o the rate of 
return on investment for this 
high.risk industry was down 
to 10.3 per cent from the 10.6 
per cent in 1976. 
Investment inthe industry 
was 70 per cent of 1976, 
reflecting a lack of investor 
interest. 
Esploration, development 
and capital assets showed 
increases over 1976 -- but the 
lead time from exploration 
to production for a mine can 
be as long as 10 years or 
more. 
For an industry struggling 
to survive, taxes by all 
governments increased by 12 
per cent above 1976, and 
were nearly double taxes 
paid in 1973. 
Here are highlights of the 
Price Waterhouse report: 
Coal remained the top 
revenue earner at $352 
million, up 13 per cent over 
1976. 
Half the tool earnings of the 
industry were generated by 
the coal sector; 
Copper remained in 
second place, but declined to 
produce revenues of $269 
million. Copper revenues 
were only 55 per cent of the 
1973 level; 
Molybdenum at $140.6 
million was the third largest 
revenue producer; - 
Zinc slipped to fourth place 
with revenues of $128 
million; 
Total wages, benefits and 
salaries paid by the industry 
amounted to $334.8 million, 
16 percent above 1976; 
Average wages and 
benefits paid were $21,676 
per employee, up from a 
total of $18,467. 
The number of industry 
employees declined, 
however, to 15,448 from 
15,681 in 1976; 
Mining industry ex- 
peuditures in 1977 had an 
income multiplier effect of 
$1.4 billion in B.C., and $2.9 
billion in Canada; 
In addition to those 
directly employed by the 
industry, mining ex- 
penditures supported 
another 40,000 employees in
other industries inB.C. and a 
total of 110,000 others in 
Canada; and 
As of December 31, 1977. 
IheB.C. mining iudmtry was 
56 per cent owned and 
controlled by Canadians. 
For an industry struggling 
to survive, taxes continued 
to he a worrisome matter for 
mining operators. 
Price Waterhouse found 
that income taxes, sales 
taxes, employee income tax 
deductions and all other 
forms of payments to 
governm~n~iby theindustry 
and its er~ployees were 
$252.1 million in 1977, 12 per 
cent higher than the year 
before. 
Changes in B.C. mining 
tax legislation in 1976 
resulted in the elimination of 
royalties and land taxes for 
most companies. 
This was offset, however, 
by increases in the B.C. 
portion of corporate income 
taxes, mining taxes and 
mineral resource taxes, and 
provincial sales taxes. 
The result was that the 
total taxes paid by the in- 
dustry to the province of B.C. 
in 1977 at ~100 million were 13 
per cent~iigher than in 1975 
and 1976.'~ 
By ,~rast ,  the federal 
govet~t  took only four 
per cent more in 1977 -, a 
total of $54.3 million -- and 
municipal governments got 
two per cent more, or $11.2 
million. 
While exploration and 
development spending in- 
creased by 33 per cent in 
1977, it represented only 
about 7~ per cent of the 1970 
level. 
in our Jewish interlocutor,' contact, desperate isolation 
our Jewish compatriot, our in ,  urhan ~and intellectual 
Jewish friend, we are able to ghet[os, . ~ and age-long 
perceive - with a gratitude humiliations. But nothing 
which perhaps neither of tts has destroyed their will to 
fully understands - the survive and exist as Jews. 
source of a.n invaluable From the beginning the 
possession.The trsas.ure, is. 
simply this: the revelauon m 
the personal God whom 
Christians and Moslems 
worship and acclaim - we 
owe this to the Israel of the 
Law and the Prophets which, 
by this very fact, can rightly 
ha called the elder brother of 
all nations. 
Even from a strictly 
secular standpoint - 
assuming such mental 
gymnastics possible - the 
Jew still leads us to revere 
the Bible as a moral teacher 
of mankind, as the source of 
tliecuncepts of the individual 
and of personal respon- 
sibility, of brotherly love and 
justice, as the living foun- 
dation of fundamental rights 
and freedoms. And even 
apart from this, the Bible 
will always he venerated for 
the extraordinary richness 
of the cultural ferment to 
which it has given rise - 
ferment which brought new 
life to the ancient world and 
has vitally enriched modern 
society. 
Going even further, if we 
were to purge our viewpoint 
of any religious con- 
siderations - to the point of 
separating the Jews from 
their Biblical context - we 
could still not fail to 
recognize their prodigious 
contribution- to man's 
awareness and knowledge; 
we would still have to pay 
tribute to a host of geniuses 
who figure among mankind's 
greatest thinkers. Deprived 
of the Jewish contribution, 
the history of ideas would 
find itself pitifully im- 
poverished. So that in this 
field as well, the Jews merit 
universal recognition. 
But even this does not 
exhaust he claim of the 
Jews to worldwide respect. 
Their very long history gives 
us yet other reasons. In the 
first place there is the almost 
perpetual tragedy which has 
haunted them from the time 
of the first Exile to the Nazi 
persecution,, when their 
Jews have triumphed over 
misfortune. Indeed, it was 
during the Exile that 
Judaism itself took shape, 
and that the vanquished 
Israelites• found con- 
firmatien of their hope. In 
the midst of dereliction the 
faith of Israel has been 
maintained - strict, un- 
compromising, an in- 
destructible and infinitely 
precious nucleus, a 
gravitational field that 
continues to ensure the 
• cohesion and permanence of 
the Jewish race throughout 
the world. And their con- 
tributlnn, so abundant and 
origiml, to the history of 
ideas to which I referred a
moment ago, has sprung, 
paradoxical ly,  from 
remarkable poverty. 
On the occasion of the 
anniversary that gathers you 
hero this evening, itis fitting 
to celebrate he Jewish piety 
that has persisted as a result 
of the learning and the 
patient work of so many 
rabbis, and as n result of the 
heroism of so many fathers 
and mothers who, for cen- 
turies, bad scarcely 
anythi.ng else to hand down 
to thew children than the 
shema. , 
Perhaps ome will feel I 
am overstressing j Jewish 
piety, and will consider me 
naive in this matter. Well, 
forgive me, it is stronger 
than I am, add I spon- 
taneously think first and 
foremost of the pious Jew. It 
is my way of expressing my 
friendship. I will indulge in 
self.critlcism another time. 
Yore Ha'atzmaut 
celebratesa d te longed for 
during two millenta. Faithful 
to the statement of at- 
tachment and the expression 
of hope made so beautifully 
end strongly in Psalm 137, 
the Jews, scattered so far 
and ~Ide and so changed by 
their cultural environment 
that they could no longer 
understand each other, did 
not forget Jerusalem. After 
traditions, as well as groups 
at widely-varying stages of 
development. Two official 
languages have been 
established, Hebrew and 
.Arabic. In just a few decades 
an original and marvelisusly 
lively culture has grown up-  
in birof, Israel has con- 
structed one of the most 
advanced societies in the 
justice. For example, in 
Psalm 72, verse 3 we read: 
"The mountains shall 
bring peace to the people, 
and the little hills, by 
righteousness." 
and in Isaiah 32, verses 17 
and 18i 
"And the. work of 
righteousness shall be 
world. For the Jews of the peace; and the effect of 
Diaspora, Israel is a focus, a.. righteousness quietness.and 
place toward which they can assurance for ever. 
send out the roots without '"And my 'people shall 
which existence isonly exile, dwell in a peaceable 
Italsoropresentsapowerfnl habitation, and in sure 
confirmation of the Jewish dwellings, and in quiet 
fact in the face of the in- resting places." 
sidious forces of It has been said that peace, 
assimilation, and especially the dynamic 
For the others, those who and rich renlity expressed by 
have returned, Israel is quite the Hebrew word "shalom", 
simply their homeland. A is the sum of all the fruits of 
homeland should be a place justice. Shalom -this then is 
of peace and security, well. the peace to which we a l l  
being and progress. And aspire. I join with you, 
Israel has certainly ensured warmly and slncerly, in 
the well-being and progress wishing this peace- shalom -
of its citizens in an exam- to the Jews of Israel, on this 
plary mhnner. But peace and thirtieth anniversary of their 
security - these, I fear, have independence. 
yet to be experienced. 
~qoul  
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Sports editor asks for a little cooperation 
• JimMorrls all. Any help the citizens of pages is asked to send it to through Thursday. devoted to local sport and 
Herald Sports Editor Terrace can give me, by the Herald care of the sports I would also like any ideas how much national and in- 
If you glance down the sending scores, pictures or editor or drop in and see me as to what portion of the ternational sport readers 
page you will see the fishing write-ups of any sporting any afternoon Sunday sports page, should be would like to see. 
report which appears daily events would be greatly 
in the Herald. appreciated. 
Its 13eople like Don By doing this we scratch :~.,. ~.,.~i ~ii:~!i~:~:;/~:.~:~ ' ~~'" 
Pearson who make my job as each others back. I get good .......... ~ii! ~ii~i~:i:i"~:,~!~!!.i,:i~ . . . . . . . . . .  
.... i~ ~'i~:~g!ij~.~s ~ :~!~i~ ~/i~ ~ ..... " sports editor much easier, local sports news for my ' ~,:~:-,~::,.,j~:~il i i i~'~:~!~! *. ......... 
A lot of sporting action pages and your event gets ..:~. ,~:~;~:~:~ ;: .~ ...... 
goes on in Terrace, and publicity in the newspaper. . '  ~:~/:~:~i~~' ............ ~:j~" ,, '~.~.!~i.!:~i~.~:~:!~:~:~: .~ .'%. ~.~ 
being only one person, there ' Anybody with anything to 
Fishing Report':i~ • . .  , ~  
' • I - ' rov inc la i  , by Don Pearson The Coho are finmng on" 
Custom Sports the surface and again 'r'. 
Low tide this morning was would like to remind the't The  biggest Prov inc ia l  yet! and s t i l l  only $5! [ 
at 9 a.m. at .1 feet, high tide tourists that when trolling ! 
at 3:10 p.m. at 15 f--t. for coho troll fast. ON SALE I With extremely low tide A very good looking 35 : 
floating around in the taken at the cable car poolin ~:, ~. " " 
Douglas Channel. the kit river yesterday and 
For those going out today although I am not reporting 
to Fosh Lagoon area, watch daily on river fishing, I will w~o,,c~o~o,~,,~,~,~,~,~ 
the rip flde in the entrance of say this was a super fish in  
Fosh Lagoon. prime shape. ;" 
" Yesterday 'fishing was 
reasonably good with more ' 
and  more and more pinks ( i ) 
eomtngi~ ~ ~to~ Carpet & Drapery , Serv ice  t ) 
J IM MORRIS, o~ new sports reporter'  Joined the staff of The Herald last week to /=~RJ~ I 
help Increase our loeal*sports coverage. J im Just reeently finished a Journalism ~ ~ }  
program at Southern Alberta Ins~tute of Technology in Calgary and decided to i RF "~ :':~' ' . 
seek him fame and fortune in nermern B.C. J im m 21 ana a sormer ~ooma.  ana ( i 
basketball champ with a keen Interest in water sports, and is a welcome addition I1: 
to The Herald's sci'ub softball team. . I ~. 
NOW !N TERRAO| ' i 
International Groomer S E
Allthe PETS BUUTIFUL T R.d , . . ,  d.,-- ,. 
HONDAS by .,, .pu la r  sizes. • [ Indoor.Outdoor t 
M Shags,  Loops, Twist, Carload Freezer  SA A Sculptured Sale . c . . . . . - .  
• T ~ Wehave 12 CU. ft. $299. 
~ ND Y e _ ,~.~ Scotch Guarded , ,  cu. ft. s , , ,  ~]~=P'% S ~ Carpet ing 19 cu. ft. ssss 
[ ~1'~ l 'D&~l i£  123 ¢u. ft. $389 
• L. ~..~. 9n '5 .~"  J Factory Service 
CATS DOGS ~,~~ t tor~e :i~!~ .  . ~  .~E 
• ~l~'u~ish in . .~  ~" * * ~:~ OE,.,VE,~ i 
Al l  Breeds ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~--~ ~ ,. • ,.~ ~  .. , :  ~ . : : ~"~ Test drive a Honda today at Olipping, Grooming, Fleabaths, When quality rnatters. ~ '~' • ~::.~,.~ ' ~ ~  TERRACE & I 
TERRACE HONDA SALES ~i~.~ '~ ~/ i  ~ '  KIT IMAT ( 
~ 4842 HWy. 16 West Ears, Eyes, Nails, Etu. . Sheers- Lined Drapes Box 70. Sm,t,ers i ~:~:i!~:! ~ ~ ' : .~  i~:/:~ AREA ) 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 1L8 . Insulated rapes - Orape rods 1073 Mai~ St. Ph. 847-4485 t 
635-6571 or 635-4325 635"9251 
J r  --4 I E 
Summer Olearanoe Sale - Starling Monday, July 241h 
U21 Lazolle 
SUITS 
pea and Oheuka. 
id Vested 
| to $276.00 
to $199.88 
TERRY VELOUR SHIRTS 
Regular Values to $38,00 
,o. ,,,,,,. $19.88 
t $,~oo'~al 
GROUP OF SUITS 
Regular Values to $226.00 
All One Low Priue uf $49 .88  
f|() , 
S~ooW d 
~= ~,~i,, TOP OOATS 
636-6669 
Reduoed by 26% 
Q'~ ~" ~;;~EATERS 
at % off 
Plus many more unadvertised items at 
20% tu 00% Off. 
Because of these tremendous savings, we have no 
uhoiue but to oharge a small fee for alterations. 
All sales final, No exohanges or refunds. 
Masteroharge & Visa Cards Weluomed 
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Scrub tournament date set : ,. , 
League interest grown dramatically 
field in to~n," says Grange. 
He adds!in the early parts 
of this season there were 
some problems with double 
bookings on diamonds but 
these wet~e just mix~upe on 
somsc~es behalf. Some of 
the teams even built their 
own fields. 
Recently some incidents of 
games' being defaulted for 
lack of players have oceured 
and Grange blames this on 
people taking their holidays. 
"The last couple of weeks 
people have gone on holidays 
or went o the lake. We have 
about 37 people to chose 1rum 
on our team and we have a 
tough time getting nine for a 
game. At the end of the 
month things will get rolling 
again." 
Since it began the scrub 
softballleague has fostered a
by Jim Morris 
The Terrace scrub softball 
lcagae's econd annual ball 
tournament will be held 
September 5 to 10 inclusive. 
Ken Grange coordinator f
the league says interest in 
the scrub sdthall has grown 
dramatically. 
"Last year we had'20 
team. They kept building 
up. Everyone heard about 
the good times the teams 
were having so this year 
everyone wunteu to get into 
It" 
He adds this year the 
league is made up of 53 
teams with 1160 registered 
[~yers. 
• whole thing was 
started last year when 
Grange was transferred to 
Terrace. He enjoyed playing 
softhall so he sent a letter to 
other local businesses 
challenging them to softball 
games. The idea caught on 
and the league was under 
w~e.lping-" the scrub league 
grow was the cooperation it
received from the Parks and 
scrub volleyball eague and 
Grange predicts a hockey 
league for this winter. 
"This year I can see scrub 
hockey. We tried to get it off 
the ground last year but it 
was to late in the season and 
There will be beth mixed 
and mens teams competing. 
Mens teams will be limited 
to five runs per inning when 
playing a mixed team. 
There will be no limitation on 
other teams. 
A mixed team will consist 
of a minimum of two women 
on the playing field. Any 
inning the mixed team has 
less than two women the 
team will revert to amens 
team. 
Any team will be eligible to 
play in the tournament 
which is now on the scrub 
ball master list and who 
submits a team roster prior 
to August 7. 
The only players ineligible 
to play are tho~e whose 
names are on the team 
roster. Any one team may ~ 
field only one player who has 
played organized ball this 
year. 
This player may not play 
the same position as he or 
she did in organized team 
and he or she can't pitch. 
Organized ball teams are 
fee. Additional social tickets 
will be $2 per person with 
advance sales only. 
Every team must supply 
one statistician. 
Every team must submit 
the names of two people who 
will officiate during the 
tournament. They will not 
be called upon to umpire the 
night their team is playing 
• they wouldn't be 
req~r_..e~, to officiate in ex- 
cesS~Y[~J~ree games, unless 
so desired. Names sub- 
mittedmustbe 
knowledgable of the rules of 
softball. 
The first place team in the 
tournament will be awarded 
the tournament trophy plus a 
keeper trophy. Second and 
third place tournament 
trophies will be awarded as 
well as most valuable men 
and women players. 
There will be no alcoholic 
beverages on the playing 
field. All fields must 
cleaned up after, every 
game. Any team failing to 
field nine players will 
automatically forfeit the 
game, 
All teams must supply one 
new game bell for each 
game and no steel spike 
shoes to be worn by anyone, 
• A game will consist of five 
complete innings, If agreed 
between both team captains 
that prior to completing five 
innings the game must he 
called due to weather, then 
the complete schedule will 
be set back two hours. 
All games during the week 
will start at 7:00 p.m, 
Score sheets for games 
played uring the week must 
be turned in not inter than 
noon the next day to Ken 
Grange at Finning Tractor. 
Score sheet for weekend 
games must be turned iu to 
Riverside Park one hour 
after scheduled finishing of 
the game. 
Communication will be 
available at each hell field. 
Base ~¢ill be Riverside Park, 
All protests will be 
rderred to the Umpire In 
Chief. 
weeouldn'tgetveryguodice d fined as "any organized ******************************  
Recreation Board. times." " team other than scrub", eg. 
"They gave us the nse of AJthenghthelea.e was Skeena Cedar KiQgS, ~ ~-~ __~.~~._~ 
inst about every school ball designed for fun, sometimes Williams Moving and 
some of the teams doget into Storage, Mr. Mikes All- ~ THUTRE: 
some serious games. Stars, Terrace Reds etc. ~ PASSES : King s certainMixedgameSgamesit doeSare Substitutes are only ~ " .~ 
fun 10ut ake two of the good allowed when the team is ~ teams intown and they still taking to the field and no ~ Hi den somewhere in the eel can  have fun, b"t there is some ~ good ball." There is a maximum of ~u~ ads in the entertainment 
Grange says even some of two hours per game and one ~ sect ion  m'e  two Ter race  
t o u r n e y  the commercial teams in half hour between scheduled ~ ~ 
town would be hard pressed games. Ties will be played 
to beat a scrub league all- out inning by inning. ~ phone numbers. 
The third annual B.C. Day, star team. Tllere is a ~ entry fee per ~ Find them, and if one is yours you've 
Fastbai l  Tournament  "If you toek an all-star team. Each team will be ~ ~ ~°ni~ up your tickets at the Herald 
office. 3212 Kalttm St. ' 
t 
"L 
Scrub league coordinator Ken Grange says the' league has doubled its number of 
teams in its second year of operation. He is looking forward to this years tour. 
nament o be held September 5.10, 
Modem, S sinrey, Jh'sl class mo4or hegel. Good location -- I t )~k  f~om 
beach. Eng l l sh  Bay and Stunley Park. near dmmtown, mhogping within 2 
blocks. 125 attractively ~hnled  air..cond~Jm~'d rooms, smdio~ e l ~  
units and suites - each with p~vade badh. cok~ W and iphoae. Dinin9 
Room and Coffee Shop. Loumge with enleytaJnrnenl. S,unp~ and Meefln9 
Room. Delve.ln Jobl~ arid free pacMng. 
175S I)evJe Stseet. Varucouve~ VGG IWS. Pbo~:  ~.1831 coaect 
Telex: 04-Si I l l  • 
sponsored by The Skeena team from the 53 teams in issued 15 free passes to the ~ . p y01 
Cedar Kings d Terrace, has town it would do good social as part of the entry .~ h ] 
officially been cancelled, against one ot the corn- 
The reason for the can- mereinltonms, ltwouldgt~iv  ~--~- .- . f  . - .~  . ~. ~ _ ._..~ ....~_ __ -~ _ . F - -  -~--~.. 
eellation being a lack of them a .good run for ,, , ~f f i~ .... ~ ~ ~. 'JL aL 
response on the pert of clubs money, u not beat them. , ff 
from the Lower Mainland, In the upcoming tour- J I "PROBABLY THE BEST" 
and several lastminute nsmunt Grange xpects 40 to | 
casccllations by other cluhe 45 teams to compete. , ~ .  - -  ~ M  r ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ ' "  
in the area. He says some of the bettor l • I W ~ ~ - . .  ~ ~: 
However, ball fans should teams to watch in the five l mm MI  i i ~ . -  im amLdm, -i d.~ ns a fo~ t~m d .  affa~ w~. he the ~. .~ ~ [] [ ]  l ~ l ~ f ly  
round.robin tourney for the River Timoers, _ rome ~ I I I • ~[] I ,  [] [] I I 
holiday weekend is now in _Lumber, Finning ayacmr, i I " I "  • • ~I  I • • 
the works, cuarlie's urow. ~s  anu / i m I i :~ME' i I I immn~ [~ - -  
The Skeena Cedar Kings theTr.cken. ' | n ~  r I i i i ! ! /  ~ ¢~'~6 
will be travlellng to l i m 
MacKenzie for a fnsthall TOURNAMENTRULES i • ~ . 
tournament,. Saturday and I ' 
Sumlay, Auguet12and13th, The touruam.ent.w.lll be.a . - - - - : - - - - - - - 'L  .~ .... ~; ~ -~ ~ 
655-$$.V 
wl  off before heading to I ,~ . . I II , , ~  II am - • 
~etn A.S,,.tz~.~ for ~ I /S~ ~ I II ~ II • 1 
wovinclai playdowns, l / IL ~ dJ I I ~- .  ~ Char-Broiled Steak $3.39 
/ 
~g~" ' UR EXQUISITE i O ~  "  [ ~. DININ~ LOUNO. ~ " ~  I~1  , Inc,udina: BAKED POTATO 
 vssoccor m iJ ..... "~""  I I  [ ] /  IL c.o,  ce oF. sAcADs a.d , 
camp. held , I ~ King.Size Steak Dinner $5.79 
/ IL .~' U ~ Tenderloin Steak Dinner ' $5.49 
v~couv~ . ~n ~r' ~~'~,~11~ / r :,~,~o,~ 624-26210r 624-3359 1 • " Steak & Shrimp Combo $4.99 ' residence soccer camp zo ~ . ~  / II .oR,re.,. ..,.w.,e,hS, ][ • 
I _ _ ' "  -- :- j I D ' 11 ,o.,o Shrimp Dinner " $3.3951.79 daeted at IYiult~ Western ..... l Jl Chopped Beef Dinner 
Augmt lath- 18th and Augmt ;"~run" W'l, 'h" l " - -  ~ '  
20th to 25. 1978. " - -  1 i l e [ I / !  TheMikeburger $1.5' 
w.ch in~.das room <;~l~,- <31~ I I i J P~I l  nk i~ . II j[ . ..,;; ..... ,o~.oo..;:.,.o.:/ . . . .  : 
board, instruction, super -  -wela 6-waao . , " . . . .  " 
a pracusc ~oeaer baU. All I R U I I L  
Instructors are eertlflea It's time to call .,our / iwmmVi lmlm 
Cans dlanseecerAesscistion WelcomeWag °nh°s~t~ / rrvrr]r:v nT  A r'~tTV I~V[ID 
Joan Lynn HickmJn 638-8427 ease contact Mrs PTION$ BI  1 I  4 iN  131 " L J " WEODJNO RECE ,,uj, d RJchardsoD 20560 - 40A Ave., o s Mohnlnger. 635-5309 DDIVA'rI= DAOTI . . . .  ES $ 44~ 4k4r Langley, D.C. V=A =Y,. • ~,7~,%'~,',-'.r~ l lE I  
Phone number: 530-3597, ,=M.,.,u ,=.~, 
CATERING I ~ - aa l lB !~~Laomw[  ' ~ . .u ,~~ 
• ******************************  DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE  lHl " '  " " " " ' " " "  
i HECTORS saDB FORMAL DINING 
~ MeN.SAT. , ,M - l, PM [ L°K~E~L~We lelai" t ]~ Fd-$at-8a,m~la.., 4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 ~ NA 
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. '[   18-8141 ' - -  , Mon-llmr- .m..12p.m. 
CLOS E D Reservations 
~JULV " ~ [ 4620 Lake lse  ivemm ~ 235 CITY OaR. su . .  831.3138 
~;~ ,IokvThe. Hanson2223.29 Maluoro . " ~* " ' . ~ 
Julia " ~ presentl . 
" * 
. tVn  ] " 
] Jutv , :. 
iir,l Lad/n0wn " . 
~. JULY |Z-26 ~ BANGING 
~.~ JULY 211-aUlU,T I :  The Long Dark , , ,h t rh ,6 od,yo |hi ~~ ~ 48 T~o~;/: . ~ . 1  1 R"e'va'I°"s 'W'E~'~';UI'P u"*" s P ' " 6  a.m.-I Ms. 
• ***************************** ==~ ~=====-----~==~'-----'~ ' 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Frank Taverae hit a 10th- 
inning single and relief 
pitcher Terry Forster 
committed a throwing error 
on the same play Thursday,. 
giving Pittsburgh Pirates a 
?.6 National League baseball 
victory over Los Angeles 
Dodgers. 
Ed Ott opened ~e Pirate 
10th with an infield Single 
and was forced by Phil 
Garner. Winning reliever 
Bruce Kieon, 2-2, then 
chopped a single over the 
head of third baseman Lee 
Lacy, moving Garner to 
second. 
Taveras hit a bouncer over 
the head of Forster. The 
Dodger left.bander got a 
glove on the baH, retrieved it
but threw wildly and late 
Cards ] ,ire losing streak 
Willie Montanez from first Chris Speier drove in six inning scored Willie Wibon 
5ase in the 11th innf~g as rims and hit for the cycle and from third and gave Kansas 
New York Mete defeated veterans Woodie F ry•an  City Royals a 2-1 victory 
Houston Aatres 5.4 to record and Mike German combined over Texas Rangers. 
their first doubleheader on a sevenlfltter as Montreal Charlie Moore's solo 
sweep of the sea|on. Expos defeated Atlanta hemer ln the third inning and 
John Stearns drove in four Braves 7-3. two-run single in a four.run 
runswitha~nteingleanda Greg Luzinakl's bases- fourth and strong relief 
three-run double to lead the loaded single highlighted a pitching by Ed RedrtgUes led 
Mets to a 7~ win in the first two-run Philadelphia sixth Milwaukee Brewers to an 8-6 
game. inning and led the Phillies to rain-delayed victory over 
Jack Clark, who earlier hit an 8-6 victory over Cin- Boston ROd Sex. 
a two-run homer, drilled a einnati while the Reds Pete The Baltimore Orioles at 
Uebreaking single in the Rose hit safely in his 33rd Chicago White Sex contest 
eighth inning, giving San consecutive game. was postponnd by rain. 
Francisco Giants a 9-8 lead In the American League, A 
over Chicago Cabs in a game New York's Ron Guidry 
that was suspended in the top became the American 
of the eighth because of League's first 14-game 
darkness, winner, firing a four.hitter to 
The game will be resumed beat Minnesota 4-0 and hand 
July 28 in San Francisco with the Twins their eighth 
two out. in the top of the consecutive loss. There are 100 billion stars 
eighth and a runner on first Steve Braan's pinch single in our galaxy, but from the earth only about 6,O00 can 
base. with two out in the ninth be seen by the naked eye. 
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THEN: Early Americans 
rarely imported tbeir furni- 
ture. Ships were small, and 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  furniture bulky; space had to • be used for goods that Ameri- 
cans could not produce at 
home. In the new land, those 
who could afford it employed 
local craftsmen to make their 
furniture, and since most 
settlers were English, they 
. , • wanted English designs. Each 
American cabinetmaker, 
relying on tools'and models 
C0nsumers Gu,de" T0Carpet Performance withat and,individuality.produced furnitureAs a 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::: result, we can trace most 
~ performance levels of American antiques to the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bigelowcarpet. • section of the country in 
6. Decide on a color, pat- which they were made. 
tern and texture. Generally 
speaking, medium to dark 
tones are most likely to hide 
• soil, whereas light colors are 
soil sensitive. Tweeds and 
multi-colors hide dirt better 
than solids. 
For addi t ional  help in 
making a select ion, you 
can get a free copy of 
Bigelow's "Guide to Carpet 
NOW: SimldicttY is the key- 
note of most American copies 
of antique furniture made 
from British designs, and this 
may acconnt for its lasting 
appeal. Examples of an 
original block-front chest sur- 
vive, but could cost as much 
as $20,000. Less expensive 
adaptations are available to- 
day, such ss the beautiful 
version in cherry shown here 
from American Drew. It costs 
about $340. In fact, Ameri- 
can Drew believes there is a 
growing demand for tradi- 
tional' furniture, and has 
produced some 30 pieces of 
18th and 19th century 
American furniture for its 
"Heirloom Collection." 
Ask to view this very attractive home at 4106 Skoglund Avenue. All guality 
house in neighbourhoed. Paved, quite street with underground services. 
Large landscaped and fenced yard. Stucco and siding exterior. Interior has 
three bedrooms, ensure bathroom, finished recreation room, and sundeck. 
Closed garage in basement. Natural gas forced air furnace and gas hot. 
water. Call Frank to see this lovely home. Priced to sell at $60,700.00 
Ingenuity In 
 -Iome  Decof 
Beauty Is In The Eyes Of The Beholder 
It's easier than you may -~ ' "~ 
have thought to have the | l 
sort of elegant, designer ~? ,  
furniture you see in the ~ d . ~  . . . . . . . .  
more up-to-date show- 
rooms--and even easier to 
change it to suit yourself. 
Today the look in home 
decor ia one that's barely 
there--see-through acwlic 
furniture. This applies to 
people living in the smaller 
homes and apartments that 
are particularly prevalent 
DO.IT-YOURSELF, 
TWO-HOUR TABLE 
This handsome resilient 
tile coffee table was made in 
less than two hours for un- 
der $25.00. Here's how: 
Assemble the following 
materials: 
~;: :!~ plyOne d~c,e x 3~f 1/2" 
/ Four strips of molding 
I ~ each 36" (your lumber 
I I I ~ dealer will be happy to 
I I t  cut your .wood to size) 
l~  One set of ornamental 
I egs 
One pint of paint for 
Photo courtesy of Karmel Plastics. trim 
AN ELEGANT DINING One package Kentile 
TABLE can be easy to create. Touch-Down self-adher- 
• g_':IK. R_'I R 1 . . . . .  ,EVENING'  P -HON E S - 
- ,  v~l lv  v~lvs  - . :. Har ry .Smi th .  +' .-~35-~826 - 
" AR11 IM(KI~I::AVi: ' . .  Slan Pal:~er~=, . ~ 635-4031 " 
-n~sm i .~- - - -v - -  m~wm~m , - , . ,  . ' _ _ . .VL : r . ' ] '  n ' 63~, 3609 
" ' • ~ ~" • He lEn  L~l lOe  TSO - ' ,  " - -  
t~ese days, since these . 
pieces add a feeling'of Space I ,,~ 
almost any place..The :] ~ 
style also appeals to great [ I':J .,i. l 
furniture designers uch as I ~ l ' ! l . , l  I ~  
Carleton Varney. I II I:~:I/:I l:l*i::i ~ I I~:Ji 
He has created a basic set I U ~- '  L/'+: i I ~ / 
of pedestals and tables for I ~ ~  ~,1.,~ 
the Karmel Plastics division J ~" 
of Dura Plastics of New PhotocourtesyofKarmelPlastics. 
York. You can put them 
together, in a variety of ways 
to suit your sense of beauty 
and your home decor. 
Since these pieces are of 
Aerylite® acrylic from 
CY/RO INDUSTRIES, they are 
cell cast - - the  finest kind 
of acry l ic - -and they are 
heat, break and water resis- 
tant and easy to clean. 
The basic shapes can be 
made into an almost endless 
array of attractive coffee 
tables, card tables, consoles, 
desks, sideboards, dining 
PEDESTALS AND TABLES 
of acrylic can be used dozens 
of ways for dozens of yeats. 
else you can imagine, and 
then be rearranged and 
made to look very different 
with just a change of acces- 
sories or color scheme. 
It seems that these 
beauties will ~be holding a 
lot. 
• For a free booklet--How 
To Care for Acrylite write 
to CY/RO INDUSTRIES, 
ing vinyl asbestos tiles (9 
tiles per package) ' 
• Paintbrush, hammer 
and finishing nails 
Paint the legs and mold- 
ing. Set aside to dry. Attach' 
screw plates for the legs on 
the underside of plywood 
base. Measure to get each 
leg equi-distant from edge 
of table. Attach legs when 
paint is dry. Stand table on 
legs and lay out tile. It 
should be an exact fit using 
three rows of three • tiles 
each 12" x 12". Now re- 
move backing from tiles and 
press firmly in place. Finish 
table by tacking molding 
around the sides. Maintain 
as you would a vinyl floor. 
Every home has areas 
where traffic is heavy or 
light and the floor covering 
you choose should match 
the wear it will get. 
The more attention you 
give to the selection of 
carpets that have been per- 
formance tested for weara- 
bility, the more enjoyment, 
comfort and satisfaction 
you can expect o get from 
them in years to come. And, 
you can cave money by 
selecting the carpet that's 
right for the job it has to 
do. 
Performance ratings can 
help you choose among the 
hundreds of manufacturers 
who offer thousands of 
combinations of color, 
texture and fiber in 'an 
almost infinite r~nge of 
prices and performance 
levels. 
Here are some tips to help 
you evaluate your carpet 
performance needs: 
1. Determine the traffic 
levels in your household. 
How old and active are your 
children? Are pets allowed 
inside? Do gusts constantly 
drop in? Do you entertain 
frequently? 
2. Consider your attitude 
toward cleaning. Are you a 
"compulsive" cleaner who is 
constantly tidying up or do 
you clean and vacuum only 
when necessary? 
3. Pinpoint critical wear 
and truffle areas. These vary. 
in every home. Here's where 
yours may be: 
• a. Entries and hallways. 
The elderberry makes great 
wine, but its shoots, leaves 
and bark are all poisonous to 
humans. 
Ninety-seven percentof the . . . . . . . .  
earth's waters are in the /he tiniest Izair casts a 
oceans• shadow." Goethe 
tables, pedestals, plant Berdan  Ave., Dept. K, 1 
stands and almmtanythlng Wayne, N j .  07470. :•:i ::. I McCOLL , ii 
eooeoo®oooooooooooo l  REAL  : IESiATE sERv ICES I  :~; 
DOUGLAS a $ A; j ,  McCOLL (Notary Pubii'c)i, 
- - - , , -  - -- 635 ,6131 !!:: I~  ~\  ~.HANNEL - -  ' •  
i ~ ,1 ) '~  REALTY ~ • ~:: 3239,A KALUIVl S'I'REET~III " 
• . ~  LTD. ~ i ? ~  • i This week we feature those listings which I " - -  "I will interest the rural home buyers. Large I ee 632-4721 • lots, low taxes and plenty oflroom for the l  
green thumbsl .I l 
DAVE SERRY -- 
V 632-4426 • 
These are probably your 
heaviest traffic are~ and the 
routes through which all soil 
is tracked into your home. 
b. Stairs. The first step, 
especially, and all leading 
edges or "nosings," get hard 
wear. Most stairs are subject 
to heavy wear, with some 
spots being walked on every 
time. 
c. Pivot points. Wear is 
heavy at places where traffic 
changes direction-most 
often at the foot and head 
of stairs, at room entrances 
and at turns in hallways. 
d. Favor i te  family 
areas. The dining room-- 
especially under and around 
the chairs and table; the 
living room or den--spots 
near a favorite chair, sofa, 
coffee table or' TV set; the 
study--under and in front of 
your desk chair; and the 
areas outside bathrooms, get 
a great deal of use. 
4. Give carpets proper 
care and maintenance. The 
basic maintenance recom- 
mended by Bigelow, a com- 
pany that produces a great 
deal of consumer informa- 
tion, is simply extra care-- 
vacuuming, spot cleaning 
and occasional  overal l  
cleaning. 
lt'a often advisable to 
look for carpet pretreated 
with a good soil and stain 
repellent like Seotehgard, 
the product used on all 
re;idential carpets made by  
Big~loW;: /~a "~div'ml0n '~ "of 
Spew and Hutchinson. 
5. Once you know your 
carpet performance r quire- 
ments, check them against 
the Mark of Performance 
chart above. It lets you 
match performance needs to 
Performance" booklet by The first power-model dish- 
writ ing to Department of Consumer In fo rmat ion ,  th i s  modern  version of washer was developed by Mrs. 
Bigelow-Sanford, P.O. Box the  b lock - f ront  chest  W.A. CockranofShelbyville, 
3089,Greenville, S.C. 29602. rivals that of the original. 1889.Indiana' and completed in 
JlllllllllllllllllllllllBllllllllllllllllllll~ 
• LIKE LOTS of living ,t . " :~ .~. : ;~~B 
[] THIS HOME must be seen space? This 1400 square ~ , : ~ , . . ' . ! ~  
: to  be appreciated. 1800 ,~_t hojne.h.as.a/a_rg.e,.L~ ,~~\_ , , ,~ . .  ,, ; F  i ~  ~.,:. • r • . . . . . .  shaped Iivlngroom with I- 
i square reef on area with parlour stovebehind which [- 
• four bedrooms, situated on is affractive brickwork. [" 
:tWO thirds of an acre on ~i t ;g:  d i ~ ;ngd;eemo~ mS manr~ r 
: Creek Reed, with a creek three bedrooms: Ask for an ~ ~ d ~  
[] along the back boundary, a_ppolntment o view. 1,920 ~ ~  - -  ~ J l J  mm 
[] Tastefully decorated, it uooslen, An excluswe 1 . I  
[] - listing. MOUNTAIN-SIDE 
i boastsa 23x14 foot living EXCELLENT VALUE ACREAGE situated to the i 
[]room and 13x21 dining Three bedroom home on a East of Orde Road is this[] 
[] . new basement, new siding, smart two bedroom cot- : 
mroom U-shaped kitcnen, and totally redecorated tage. Featuring: Sauna,[] 
~llarge bathroom with main floor. Situated on one and a halt baths,[]] 
. . . . . .  I' 60x190 lot at 4905 Agar fomlly room plus bedrooms Ei 
,, ceramic fllea noor. ~z i . . . . .  vlew Avenue Asking just and living room fully[]] [] tot an appointment re ___ __- ' . . . .  I ~1~),~. uooa value nere carpeted. Eledrlc heat [] 
----'this Exclusive listing, considering the basement, plus Franklin fireplace. B 
~= Exclusive listing. Just $30,000. MLS. ~m 
[] [] 
• A.E. Le Page Limited Coast q~ Coast Real Estate Service =-. 
m ASK USABOUTOUROTHERLISTINGSOFMOBILE H()ME LOTS : 
.. AND RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES. _B 
ailmmgmalmmlmlmHllllliaalalallllimillal H I IH I IE  
Park Avenue Realty Ltd. tg_':tr ./IO71 I 
V V V  l l r l k~ 'B  1 
4819 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.O. V8G 115 i BB ' 
A comfortable "otarter uver q. • Y Undescrlbable is the onlyB 
living, corner fireplace, 
foyer entrance and much 
much more. Fully land- 
seeped lot, high rear fence 
which affords privacy and 
double carport. Located en 
Gair Avenue and asking 
$72600. Call Kelly for your 
appointment to view. 
ly 
wordl Over 220 sq. ft. in 
one floor, two 75x200 ft. 
lots, very large family 
room and family living at 
itsfinest. Schools from lt© 
10 across the street. 
Asking $$8,000 and open te 
offers. Call Kelly for this 
very affractlve property. 
~ l f  tS l l lq .  It. ll~raclivil home" for the young at 
3 bedroom home. Many heart. Quolity 3 bedroom 
extra features such as home, wall to wall car. 
sauna, bar, rec room, peting, modern kitchen, 
heated pool, fireplace, 75x200 ft. lot. Asking 
natural gss. Located on s29,5e0. For an ap- 
Davis. Asking $75,000. Call pointment to view this 
Horst or Christol for more Interesting home, call 
information. Horst or Chrlstel. 
i OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS 
KITIMAT w Avenue. Featuring 3 
bedrooms up and 2 
• ,6 ~ • Lovely moaern some on I ot exce.em appearance on i  . . . . . . . .  downstairs, 2 fireplaces, 
- " s'm--'? z,/2 Darns, large rec room, • The  Per fo rmers  • secluded 2 acre parcel of J large rural lot. Attached[[ In me marKet mr a small . . . . . .  
land. All the luxury|  double garage, la rge l  property rove t enl 
• 'nne i f ln r  nur rh :se  n l  : built.in oven and range, 
• For : features such as fireplace, J workshop :~nd storage. [[ Thornhillarea. Situatedon .'?" - , carport, ndeck etc. And I w i th . .. . . . .  . . . . .  .~•.~, plus many more extras. Homes Also small cabin large 85x425' lot, ful ly snree neuroom ,zxou . . . . .  • ,,,,kiln k^ma'wlth =tt.-PheA ASKIng price $59,000. Call . . . . . . . . .  
the quiet and privacy of l  plumbing. Landscaped[] landscaped. Features . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,  Christel or Horst home with garage. In-! 
beautiful natural rock 40 addition. Established 
ee CU rr e n tly L'lsted •• country living, purchased fully furnished, i fruit. Could be I with garden and small,, veneer on fi'ont entrance, 2 fireplaces, 3 bedrooms and tank on lot with water & sewer in Copperside ~ "~*  41~ ~k~,  eludes range and residence Would mak  or investment good fr ldge, star r for 
• ' = • Small Det'rolter mobile on large (100'x250') rural lot. 1 :ompletely flnsihed in-law District. Priced to sell in ~ , m ~  rental property. Call 
: 0 : all .ppll.nces. low twenties. Sale includes ~ ~  ,-- -- | ,  ~ ,  ontaot  Our  0ffioe ~e furnishings. Large garage workshop. Owner 1 :hristelUite' forCallviewing.H°rst or Call Frank. ~ Frank. 
1 anxious for sale., Bring us an offer. M.L.S. I ~ • 
Spacious family home: We~l kept 3 bedroom, fuil 
DOUGLASCHANNEL"PERFORMS" •A Three bedrooms upstairs basement home. Features 
• WE OFFER SERVICES lN W IBmmm. J J L J~  and two downstairs. 2 fireplaces, built-in dish; 
Modern kitchen with built.in washer. Nicely land- 
• APPRAISALS - PROPERTY MANAGEMENT food centre, 2V= bath, good soaped, located on bench 
location, close to school lust blocks away from 
• LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT • and shopping. Asking school. Asking $59,900. 
• CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE • sss,00o. Call Horst or Call Christel or Horst to 
. . . .  Chl;istel. view this property. 
• MORTGAGE AOVJCEalld 2 [ [ ~ - "  * bai  s e m e n t . ,  G ~ ~ d  r t ge.a Power, home wlthphone,.lake. 35AhF71rER OFF IOE "OURS 
[ ] ~ | a n d  ey ar round access. • 
ASSIsTANCE • • lncmded~ I Creek water. • 
A Don'tFoolAroundWithHalfAService • HORST GODLINSKI 6 
i Talk To A Full Service Real E~tate Office • 
We Are Hore To Help You . Professionally • FRANK SKIDMORE - 635-5691 
• CAN WE SELL YOURS? -- JUST TRY US • 
OeOOOOOOOeOOOOOOOOO 
Rural setting. Cozy 3 
bedroom home on % acre 
lot. Has fireplace and 
carport. Asking $47,500• 
Phone Frank. 
KELLY SQUIRES - 63S-7616 
CHRIsTEL GODLINSKI - 635-5397 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location: 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classlty 
or reject any advertisement 
.and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Ho ld"  
Instructions not picked up 
within lOdays of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless marling 
Instructions are received• 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is  agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac( 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing (n the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with ~ the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad; 
vertlsing that discrlmlnetee 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: t 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nserflon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
serflons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available, upon 
request. " 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISlNG: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
COMING EVENTS AND 
NOTICES: 
No charge for Terrace, 
Kltimat and Thornhlll areas. 
Otherwise $3.00 per In- 
sertion. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge for write.up. $5.00 
charge for picture 
reproduction. Prepald. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
SWAP & AUCTION A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
HorseTrader's Delight being formed with the In- 
Swap your bargains terest of promoting Scottish 
beginning 11 a.m. Sat. July cultural Interest and events. 
22 O R Auction starts at 1 hderested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at p.m. 
2V= miles hlway 16 east 635.2456 as soon as possible. 
L.W. Sears Auction Sales Walght Watchers mMtln'~ 
Phone 635.7824, 3972 Dabble holdevery TueKlayatTp.m. 
st. (c2.14) M the, Knox United Church 
Hell, 4~07 I,.Oz0110 Avlnue. 
GARAGE' SALE 
Seturday July22, 1978,10-2. Pregnant and In need of , 
5227 Mcconnell (on the  support? 
bench). (p2.14) Call for help from Right.to- ;~ 
ufe promoters: Full.time or part-time ex- 
Lisa at 635.3164 perlenced medical secretary 
The following Neigh- Carol at 635.5136 required. Medical tar. 
bourhcod Watch Meatings Janne at 635.,1503 minology and good typing 
have been scheduled. Please skills essential. Call 632-2000 
nete speclflcareas for which SKEENACENTRE for further Information. (c3- 
these meetings are Intended.. Skeena Centre offers to the 
Meetings will be held Senior Citizens of the Required for .Terrace a girl 
throughout he summer and Terrace and Thornhill area for general office work. A 
householders are en- the following services - knowledge of accounting and 
couraged to attend meetings . Activity Centre for han- accounts recelveable an 
err angedfor their respectlv6 dicrafts asset. Remuneration will be 
areas. . Day Care for working commensurate with ability. 
people Please reply in own hand- 
! Monday, July 24, 1978 - Drop-in for companionship writing to Box 1179, care of 
8:00 p.m. & coffee, The Terrace-Kitlmat Da, lly 
At the St. Mathews Anglican Monday thru Friday 8-4. Herald, Box 399, Terrace, 
Church Transportation available. B.C. (cff) 
4726 Lazelle Ave. Contact Skeenavlew Ledlle 
"catch-Up" Meeting for all 635.2265 CANADIANOILCOMPAN~' 
block areas that have had ; Urgently needs dependable 
:Nelghbourhood Watch WANTED DONATIONS person for Industrial sales 
Meetings held in their areas, The Three Rivers Workshol~. t~rltory. No relocation. We 
but were unable to attend, for the Handicapped are! are an exp~;ndlng AAA-1 
We Urge you to attendl Ionking for donations of any' firm established since 1933. 
old, broken or used places of We offer plenty of fringe 
Tuesday, July 25, 1978 furniture, also any discarded benefits. Liberal cam- 
7:08 p.m. wood products we could use: missions, plus bonus and 
At the Alliance Church for recycling or renovating, opportunity for ad. 
4923 Agar Avenue Call us at 635.2238 between vancement. No experience 
For the 5000, 5100 blocks of 8a.m. and 3 p.m., we wlll try necessary. We traln. For 
McDesk; 2400-2500 blocks of to make arrangements for personal Interview, write a 
Cralg;5100btockMIIIsAve.; pickup. , letter and tell me about 
2400 Apple St.; 5000.5100 yourself. B.M. Hendrlx, 
Graham Ave.; and 2400 Is your son Interested In Sales Manager, South~ 
Kenny St. .Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace western Petroleum Canada 
Scout Troop is takleg pre  Ltd., 87 West Drive, 
Thursday, July 27, 1978 registration for September. Brampten, Ont. L6T2J6. (c6- 
7:00 p.m. Max number will be 24. If 
At the Alliance Church Interested call Mrs.Wardrop HELPWANTED 
4923 Agar Ave. af 635-3553. Fees will be Earn-2 hours a day.S200 a 
For the S000 and 5100 blocks $20.08 par boy. Anyone In- month commission plus 
of Kolth; 5080 and 5100 blocks of Agar; 5000"block Pohle; terested In helping with prizes. FOr details write 
Scouts olease call. Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. years, unless the condition Is NOUNCEMEHTS: 2800 and 2900 block Kenny; 
Justified by a bona fide B i r th ,  Engagements,  , ,~  n~n= ,~oo~n,,~., , , . ,n,,, ,w, 2,,,~,n,., . . . . .  ,,. 
requirement fop:the work Marriages,' Memorials, blocks 
Invo'I~':+++LI"~?:~'~'I~:'~. ~:+/;'~+Ca'r+d~:bf,-Tl~enk,i".-'Letters of  +. , .+" ...... ,.- . . . . . . . . .  .;. ...... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Apl)l;eci+tib~. n6fex+eedlng "Do You 'i~eel You Have . 
er ng u s ers . 10 lines $S 00 per Insertion , ' ' " A Drinking Problem? 
Each addltlenal fine $.50 There lshelp 
Publ ished a tTer race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
'.Mon.-Frl. mornings 
14,BUSINESS 
PERSOHAL 
PUBL ISHER 
Laur ie  Ma l le t t  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  mth  3.00 
By Carr ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 mth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6mth  22.00 
By Mai l :  year  40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Bax 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace.Kltlmat & Dlstrlct 
Thornhll; & District 
Phone 635.6337 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L:} ~NIII hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Veritas Hall. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10til 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13..,First meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar. 
Terrace Singles Club (for- 
merly Minus One Club) will 
hold a dance at the Masonic 
Hall 4917 Lazelle Ave. (next 
to United Church.) Date 
Saturday July 22. 9 p.m. For 
Information phone: Olive 
635-4052, Bob 635-9649, 
Margaret 635.9349 
The next meeting of the 
Board of Regional District of 
Klflmat.Stiklne will be held 
Saturday, July 22, 1978 at the 
Northstar Inn, 650 Kuldo 
Baulevatd, Kltlmat, B.C.,' 
commencing at 9:00 a.m. 
daily. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL 
NOTICES: $6.00 for first 10 
lines and $.50 each additional 
line dally. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3:0op.m.t. day prior to 
publication1 day. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Sk/~ena" District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
oponlng of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In. 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638-1269 (cff) 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Councelilng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8388 
LONG TERM "CA-RE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED. 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocatlonsl and social 
rehabilitation done "by 
consultant. 
Reprints of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
now a~allable through our 
office. 5x7 prints ere $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be•ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
information drop into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
INCHES'AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
Available ! 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meet ing . '  
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Skeena Health Unit ' 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C.. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
C HI~.D HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1: 30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
- Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the. 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
po!ntment. 
- Bahysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Ira. 
munizatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
Theseare held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 • 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing car~ In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done• Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Mohdey at. 
ternoon at 1:00 • 2:00 p.m. 
V.O. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist wl'th any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held st 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
by' referral from family 
doctor or community health 
nurse. 636-flS5. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Dr.  L. Hays Veterinarian 
formally of Terrace Vet. 
Hospital Is now located at 
4801 Highway 16 West next to 
AI & Mac for appointments 
call 635-2040 or 635.2544 (c20- 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 63S.4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. '
Location - Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
ABLI~ I~.LEI~TRIC LTD. 
EIK'trlcAI and Refrigeration 
contract. 
"House wiring. 
1k15.5074 
(~tf) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware ~, air brushing 
availaMe - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rateS. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
Small girl's 2-wheeler 
standard bicycle from the 
Agar Avenue area, Blke has 
a red and chrome frame with 
'a red banana seat and a 
white basket. 635-6357 or 635- 
• 3642. [fin stf) 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kaml;0ops, 
B.C. V2C 5K1. 
Student looking for someone 
to exchange babysitting 
with. Have 1 child, 4 years 
old. Reply Box 641. (p1.14) 
PICTURE THIS 
Become a Wholesaler of 
Kodak Film, Eveready, 
Poleroid, Westinghouse, 
Keystone Photo Products 
and Developing. Minimum 
Purchase of Product only 
$5305. Call Mr. Collins, 
coiled, 614 - 228-1751. (C4- 
Full or part-time. Here Is a~ 
opportunity to earn extra 
money,~ • $8 par hour. 
Training Is avalleble. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
Required for Terrace a girl 
for general office work. A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts recelveeble on 
accept. Remuneratlen will 
be commensurate with 
ability- Please reply In own 
hondwrltlng to Box 1179, 
care of The Terrace-Kltlmat 
Dally Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf) 
HELP WANTED 
Earn. 2 hours a day - $208 
a month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R.' 3" Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5KI.(w) 
Bank of Montreal ~, 
Required Immediately 
STENOGRAPHER* 
$9170_per__ann um 
CLERK .TYPIST 
$8400 per annum 
Phone Peter Hlckman Ac- 
count Manager 638.1131. (c5- 
14) 
Do It How 
Honda XL 125 cc motorcycle. 
638.1121 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
(c5-14) 
1977 Yamaha• 100. cc. 600 
miles. New condition phone 
632-5380 after 4 pm 
20' flbreglass over plywood 
hull for sale. Asldng $500 
Phone 635-9488 (1~0-15) 
Aluminum, 
Sheets 
26" X 30" '~  
12 shoots only- 3 .75  
Suitable for roofing 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Torraoe 
1978 IH TD20E Crawler, 
R.O.PS, Angle blade with 
tilts, carco free spool 835 
hours, excellent condition. 
Coastal Pacific Equipment 
Inc. 
Williams Lake, B.C..3~2~2822 
Eves. W, Holley- 392.4903 
16' sangster Craft. Sleeper 
seats, Full canvas top, 50 
H.P. Electric start, Mercury 
& Roadrunner. Trailer. 
Excellent condition. $3150. 
Phone 635.2315. (c3.15) 
For Sale Truck E~ulpment 
CHIP BOX: 7V2 units 
aluminum self unloading 
hydrol push out. Evenings 
525.3992 
Basran Fuels Ltd. 
317 Wood St. 
New Westminster 
V3M SK6 (C5-18) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 63S. 
5092 (ctf) 
For Sale 1 electrolux rakel 
Phone 635-5508~ (c5-151 
InTerrace" for a :3 bedroom 
house and Inlaw suite In 
Pentlcton. Phone 635.4971 or 
635-537~9. (c4-14) 
361 * ~ " 
FOR HIRE 
Will babysit in my home 1 or 
2 children. 635-5508. (c4-14) 
For Sale Pure bred Alaskan 
Malamute pups, ready to go. 
$75. 635.5233. (p3-14) 
For Sale Partbred Morgans - 
6 yr, bey gelding, trained to 
ride and drive. 4 yr, black 
mare, green broke to ride" 
and driven in harness two 
years; both stand about 13 
h.h. and always place at 
halter classes. Also bay colt 
foaled May 9, 1978. Phone 
635.2347 or view at 4812 
Sunset Dr. Terrace, B.C. (pC. 
14) 
Moving must sell. Siberian 
Husky 8 months old. Spayed, 
female, Have all shots. $I~ 
firm. Phone 635.4557. (c4.14) 
Beautiful black and tan 
Coonhound pups, purebred, 
unregistered, ready for good 
homes by July 15. $85. 
Country homes preferred. 
Write: G. Lodlngham, 5675 
Alma,  Van. V6N 1Y2 or 
'phone: 263.6181. (cl.22) 
For Sale purebred registered 
Basset Hound. 1 year old. 
Has had all shots. Phone 632. 
2080. Prefer home in Terrace 
area. (v10-2) 
FRANCHISE 
PPORTUNITY 
Are y~j i.llreetM In owninl your GYm Ix~i?  Cmddlr v~M "Don~. 
King" has to olhr. 
• most e:(clting fasLfmd chain in North America 
. total Iun~key q)eratian in a free standing I~ilding 
. expert |se of a Canada WIdp Narket In0 Co. I~US mud1 more. 
For turner Infcrrmtlon l~ease cont~t: 
SYDNEY AMOS 
InlemMtonal ~ l e  Sylllll~ 
101.3G Qmbe¢ St., 
Vlctori& B.C. VlIV IWl 
Phme (404) 3U411 er S~,243 
For Sale Bj Builder 
At last, the home you've been looking for, Quality built 
with 
.. I. 1048 sq. ft. of living space 
• .2. Full basement 
..3. Carport 
..4. Fireplace 
..5. C.M.H.C. Inspected and approved 
..6. Good size lot 
..7. Covered by new home warranty program of B.C. 
for 5 years. 
All this can be yours for only $49,290.00 with only 
$1,500.00down if you qualify for B.C. Second Mortgage. 
.. For further information phone: Paber Construction 
638.7878. 
(¢S.lS) 
I 
UNUSUAL 
6ROWTH 
OPPORTUHITY 
A professional  organizat ion based in the 
Terrace area is suffer ing f rom the pangs of 
expansion and promot ion f rom within.  This 
company is looking for  strongly mot ivated 
peop le  who w i l l  become market ing  
special ists in a fast changing marketplace.  
This posit ion would be of interest to a person 
who is cur rent ly  earn ing between $14,400 and 
$20,000 (this is our  basic sa lary range) and 
who has a strong desire to earn more in- 
come based on his abi l i t ies  rather  than on 
restr icted terr i tor ies.  This person wouM 
also want  f reedom of act ion and the desire 
to be  the i r  own entrepreneur.  
Our company provides as training a 
professional selling course, ~oaching in 
human relations and an understanding of 
business itself. 
Send resume in confidence to: 
P.O. Box 910 
Terrace, B.C, 
Complete Selection 01 
1978 MAZDA ,ow ,. s,oo, 
1911 1974 IllZOA 
1968 CHEVY SUPER CAD R1800 PU 
TRUCK SPORT TRUCK wi~ GEM with flat deck. 
3 Ton with canopy, top canopy 
Beautiful shape 
$1,100 $2,200 'UN 
1973 P~': 13 FORD 
"~ OLINE VAN 
1969 
VOLKSWAGON 
2 dr. 
Low mileage. Ve~ Radial Tires 
'2 00 '2J0 
l 
1974 DODGE 1973 BUICK 1966 ,~,DSsS 1972 D~TSUN 19~r; 
4 Dr. H.T. GRAND SPORT or 2 to (L~_ ?
'2,996 $3~100 S200 ~T,200 "dO0 
19~k~RO • 1974 MA%°~ 808 1978 1975 FORD 1974 VALLIANT 
DA~. ,  10 FI'C~PICKUP Stafh~fag°n 2 ~.  H.T. 4x4 ~4 Ton P.U. 4 ~ 'S~ tp 
'1,260 '2~t00 '995 * $4~60 '2~M 
1962 WlLLYS 1970 N~OA 1974 DATSUN !1974 MAZDA PUI 
r,~-~. ~ ¢ PU With 
JEEP STATION WAGON ,QJ~ .,ON Canopy. Low mileage 
As Is Excellent cond. 
'960 '600 32~106 '2~N 
I 
47. ,HOMES., ' 
,, FOR RENT, i 
For Rent. New three 
bedroom home in Terrace 
for lease orrent by August 15 
or Set) 1st. Mature family 
that is willing to maintain it. 
For more information Phdne 
632-6554. (c10-2) 
For Rent 2 bedroom 
townhouse. Fridge and 
stove. Close to hospital. 
Available August 1st. No 
pats. Phone 635.2409. (p1.14) 
l 
i)liMon Manor 
Furnished or unfurnishe(~ 
studio or 1 bedroorr 
apartments. Secuilt 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635~3521 
638.1032 
i 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
steeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen 
Irally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (cff) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C.:.." 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroorr 
suites for rent. Frldge 
steve, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool tabiel 
with security interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
pets. (c,tf) _ 
! 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2- 46031 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedreom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near school~ and down- 
town, Clean, quiet, 
spacleus, securlty lockup 
and patrol. 
Full'§ime manager In 
residence. 
635-5224 
i (ctf) 
on Duhan Rdi In Thornhill. 
Has large 75' x 200' yard. 
Owner asking S20,000 but 
open to offers. Will consider 
selling on rental purchase. 
Call F.R. Skldmore, Park 
Avenue Realty Ltd. 635.497..1. 
Two bedroom house for sale For Sale or Lease one 4,000 
For Sale a~trac~tlvely-'-- land- 
scaped and fenced In V2 acre 
lot with an:older;house on the 
'bench. Asking 274,000~ Phone 
635-9654. (C.1 month - Aug 
.3 bedroom home, 2 
fireplaces, paved driveway, 
enclosed garage, large 
garden, fully wired partially 
finished basement, frldge, 
stove, drapes included. 635- 
9277. (p5-18) 
1974 International t/~ ton 4 
sq. ft. steel building (50"x speed, radio, canopy, ne.w 
80') suitable for shop or fires, 37,000 miles, can view 
warehouse. Hasexposure on at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
Hlway 161nThornhill. Owner 635-3564 or 635.6166, (lmth 
prepared to negotiate price jllO-aul0) 
to buy or rent• Will sell by F-or Sale. 1978 v~ ton GMC 
agreement or rent on 251 motor long box, 3750 
monthly basis if desired, miles. Asking $5,000. View at 
Phone F. Skldmore at 635. Wild Duck Motel Room 8. 
4971 Park Avenue Realty For 
viewing or further details. (p5-16) 
For Sale. Revenue Property For Sale 1966 Plymouth 
4 rental units & 3 bedroom Satellite. 3 speed auto. New 
home on over 1 acre of land. transmission & front end. PS 
635.6781. (p5-17) PB. S4S0. Phone 638.1385. 
(p~ 
For Sale: Tool and i 
Equipment Rental Business•. 197~F~d Bronco Ranger• V8 
ideal business for, ! 4-w~teel drive, good con- 
mechanically inc luded'  dlti0n. Phone635.6844affer 5. 
people. Showing excellently" 
returns. For further in-;.~.:Standard 1977 Chev custom 
formation phone 635-3038 ,'~ pick.up and camper. Approx 
between 8 - 5:30 Men• to Sat. 8700 miles. Phone 632-5508. 
I 
Repossessions 
We have a limited number 
of 12', 1# and 24' wide In 
excellent condition- 
No Down Payment 
Purchase  Inc ludes  
dellvery, set.up and fur. 
nlture. (on approved 
credit) 
If you qualify we will fly 
you In at our expense. 
Hurryl . These won't lastl 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 437.4311 
Tor-Star 
Mobile Homes 
5228 Klngsway 
Burnaby, B.C. 
VSH 2E9 
(C10.3) 
For Sale 2 bedroom house, 
close to school and down- 
town. Asking $35,000. For 
app. to view phone 635-3898 
between 10 am and 1 pm. 
(p10-3) 
FOR SALE BY. OWNER 
2 Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 fu l l  Baths, 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
sundeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
Benner St. To view call 635- 
6905 ~ _ 
suite;or couple With 1 child.' 
Reply Box 641. (p1-14) 
52. :WANTED " 
" .TO RENT - 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent er 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78. to Jun.e 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further In- 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
1974 Ford V= ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4 (c4-9) 
1975 Chev Pick-up. 350. Auto. 
31,000 miles. Extras and 1977 
Okanogan 9V2' camper. 
Hydraulic lacks, Shower, 
toilet, stove, oven. 3.way 
frldge. $9300. 635-2047. (pS- 
1972 Ford. LN 600 Louis 
VIIle. 4300 miles. 18 ' 
aluminum van with rear 
over-head door. Real nice 
shape. Price reasonable. 
Hazelton. 842.6231. (c6-16) 
1975 Ford F250 custom crew 
cab. 390 c.i. automatic, 
power steering and brakes, 
AM FM stereo radio. 
Family vehicle since new. 
30,000 miles with new 
fiberglass canopy on 6' box. 
Immaculate condition. Best 
offer to $6.500. 4829 Graham 
Ave. Phone 635.2884. (p4.14) 
250 Mercedes Benz. 4 door 
sedan. All reasonable offers 
considered. Phone 635.6126 
• ~tter 6. 635.3575 (c9-1) 
Red 1969 Envoy Epic. Good 
rubber & spares. Lots of new 
parts. Running order needs 
some work. See at 3490 King 
Ave. (c4-14) 
For Sale 1978 Tradesman 
Van less than 3,000 km. 635- 
6781 (p5-17) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52' 
two bedroom semi.furnished 
: . Safeway trailers. Complete 
(C2-14) with axles, wheels, fuel 
For Sale 1971 2 door hardtop tanks and blocking. Asking 
MercIJry Marquis, air $6,000 each. Call 636.2660 J.
conditioned and fully loaded Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, . 
In excellent condition, S1,200 B.C. (plm.10) 
1969 Plymouth Station wagon Must SII - 12x~6 2 bedroom 
$300. 638-1273 (c1.14) mobile home on a fully 
. serviced, clear title lot on 
1973 Ford V2 "ton 360 Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. • 
automatic. With radial 
tires. Phone 635.9"58.0. after 4. 
1969 Dodge v2 T PU, V8, 4 
speed trans, posl trac dlf. 
ferentlal. New rear tires, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $5005 .635. 
5339 (ctf) 
1972 Toyota Pick-up truck & 
canopy. Radio, H.D• 
Bumper.. Good condition. 2 
spare fires. & wheels. 635. 
2058. (p6.14) 
1967 Rover T.C. 2000 4 spd. 
'Leather, 6 radials, 64,000 
miles. Phone 635.4709 after 6. 
(p2.15) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with ~ large 
additions. Built in fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up in Terrace 
a~es. 635.4692 (cff-f) 
Rent or .Purr' :.s~ 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$355. per month with option 
to buy or purchase S9,500 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
I I 
56' Safeway. doublewlde. 
Includes all major ap 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and.fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park) 
Phone 635-9429. (cff) 
_ J  
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
trailer court in town." Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.90.46 
even. (pl0.Jul) 
,,,, ,, , -" 19 (c20-20) 
I CEDARGROVEAPTS I W~nt--;~;-;d t • . . . . .  u tsa mea vo rent 2 or 3 
13 oeoro~.m~xowp.oo, s e.¢p-.L~., bedroom house or mobile 
, I with full' basements:-L,.N~-I'~' horns f A . . . . . . .  " ": 
; " '  . . . . .  " ' "  o r  ug  IS t  L .n l la ren  F .  ~.J11g-4529 Straum~ (cff) | '  . . . . . . . . . .  ' . 
| • . ' ' • ] peTS,  Wi l l  sign i year lease. 
Call 635.2761. (pS.214) 
For Rent by the week, 1 
bedroom apartment, fully Wanted to rent, 2-3 bedroom 
furnished, dishes, linens home by mkjdle age couple. 
supplied. Clean, quiet. Very reliable tenants. Will 
Weekly cleening provided, take care of grotmds. Phone 
Suitable for i or 2 working 
men. SBS per week single, $85 
per week double. 635-9258. 
(p1-14) 
For Rent 2 bedroom fur- 
nlshed trailer. Located at 
Kofoed Rd. $175 per month. 
No pets, no sinflles. Phone 
635-2482. (p1.14) 
Country Living In city• Solid, 
• spacious home on 10 acre lot 
on Graham. Lowest tax rate 
in town. 1V= stories, 2V= 
rooms upstairs, 5 rooms 
downstairs. Large garden, 
fruit trees, Outbuildings 
include garage, greenhouse, 
chicken house and small 
bern. Approx. 7 acre woodier 
$66,000. 635.2381 (c5- 
7,9,11,13,15) 
during day "635.9-094, after 
7:30 same number. (p5.18) 
. i, ~or Lease 
Retail and.or warehouse 
space centrally located st 
street level in Terrace• In 
total 4741 square feet. 
Formerly used as equip- 
ment sales and repair shop. 
For complete information 
contact Pruden and Currle 
(1976) Ltd. 635.6142 or write 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
(JIl~Aul A) 
-.. . - . - .  - _ - -~  
PRIME LOT - Thornhlll 
'District• Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder - 956.4110 or write 
Box820, Port McNeilI, B.C. 
VON 2R0 (p8-may 12F) 
I 
~ ~ P H O  STOCI( 
N E 635-4373 
1978 Datsuns On Display At 
00FPER IIOUliTAIN EHTERPRISES LTD. 
3026 HWY. 16 EAST 
USED STOCK 
1967 Lincoln Continental. 
4 door, loaded, air conditioning, etc. $2596" 
1973 Pontiac Catalina H.T. 
V8, auto, p.s., p.b• $199580 
• i 
1970 Dodge Monaco H.T. 
V8, auto, p.s., p.b. $795" 
i 
1971 Buick Skylark 
$1296" 
PHONE 63S.4373 
VO, auto, p.s. 
17' Boat w~th 50 H.P. 
Merc, Motor & Trailer 
ii 
10½' Camper 
$2295 e° 
Oven, Frldge and Heater 
Dealer Llcence Humber 0860$A 
$22960' 
For sale 3976 Ford 150 4x4. 
Ranger. 8 wheels & tires. 4. 
redlals: "/Good.. condition. 
Phone 63"5.693,1. (c5-17) ' 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win. 
fleld,~b;C. (ctf) 
doii00 d intonti0n to-Pi;omd-mdiS 
a Looal Improvement Programme 
Notice is hereby• given pursuant  to Section 
589 of the Munic ipa l  Act that  Council of the 
Dist r ic t  of Terrace intends to proceed wi th  
the  const ruc t ion  of Cer ta in  works  
here inaf ter  described as a local im- 
p rovement  under the Init iat ives Plan. 
A. General Descr!ption of the Work 
E:dension of the Munic ipa l  water l ine  along 
the 5200 Block of Ha l l iwe l l  Avenue. 
B .•  The Programme is est imated to cost 
$17,750, including provis ion for  in ter im 
f inance  charges ,  adver t i s ing  costs ,  
engineer ing costs, expenses re lat ing to 
secur i ty issuing by. laws and contingencies. 
C. The share or  proport ion of the est imated 
cost of the P rogramme to be borne by the 
• taxab le  land abutt ing on said works is 
$11,060.23. 
D. The total f rontage deemed taxab le  for  
the purposes of this P rogramme is 1617 feet. 
E. Debt ret i rement  inc luding interest  w i l l  
be in ten (10) annual  insta l lments,  
calculated on the taxable  f ront  footage at 
$10.83 per foot. 
F. Commuted cost, i f  paid in one lump sum 
pr ior  to October 31, 1978, w i l l  be calculated 
at $6.98 per foot. '~; 
Further  notice is hereby given thata  copy of 
this notice has been mai led  to the owner(s)  
of the parcels of land l iable to be specia l ly  
charged for the cost of said works,  and 
unless with in one (1) month of the date of 
the publ icat ion of this notice, a ma jor i ty  of 
the owners representing at  least one half  of 
the value of the parcels which are l iable to 
be special ly charged, pet it ion the Council of 
the Distr ict of Terrace not  to proceed with 
it, the work may be undertaken as a local 
improvement .  
Petit ions shall be lodged ~ i th  the Clerk- 
Admin is t rator ,  and shall he:~deemed to be 
presented to the Council  Whe~ so lodged, of 
which ever owner of a parcel  of land l iable 
to be special ly charged under this 
P rogramme is to take notice and be 
governed accordingly.  
E.R. Hal lsor 
C lerk .Admin is t ra tor  
Distr ict  of Terrace 
1970 12x54 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Set.up in Nass Camp. 
can be moved• Asking $5,000 
firm. Phone 633•2346. (cl0. 
20) 
10'x50' 2 bedroom trailer For 
sale. Set-up in trailer court. 
Large Ioey shack. For quick 
sale $2500 or .highest offer. 
Phone 635.5582. (p$-15) 
1972 Statesman mobile 
home. 2 bedrooms Fully 
carpeted. Furnished, 5 
malor appliances Including 
Dish washer. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.3408. 
(p3.14) 
i 
1960 - 10x52 two bedroom 
Safeway fully set up and 
skirted. Complete with 8x24 
Joey shack. Located at nr 4 
1753" Kenworth. Phone 638. 
1628 (plmonth - au4) 
, r  . . . . .  
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. . . . .  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VSG. I LS 
635.6571 or 635.4325 Dealer Licence ~0~A 
HONDA Test drive a Honda today. 
We're 
Li,;ted 
, ere! 
;w Business 
Not listed in our 
B,C, Tel Diredoq. 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635.2040 
GENERAL FURNITURE . 635.4961 
WATER I ' ILY BAY RESORT-798.2267 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS 798-2221 
eLI'S PLACE . 798.2231 
F ree .  fo r  ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
If you wish your  Business Phone' 
listed for  your  customers please ca l l  636-6367 
DATE CHANGE 
q 
4 
LAKBLSE LAKE LIONS CLUB 
ANNUAL 
OUTHOUSE RACES 
t 
: i  
4 
" ; "  " 4 
f 1 
- , c ; .E ;s  Your" - - - -  , "FAMILY  FUN DAY~' ON: AUGUST 12, 1978 - I p.m. AT eLI S BEACH - 
ARE OUTDOOR "DANCE"  - TUG-O.WAR GAMES - FUN BASEBALL .  MANY MORE 
FUN GAMES.  A DAY TO REMEMBER!  4 
SNACK AND REFRESHMENTS WILL  BE AVAILABLE.  - RULES AND ENTRY FORMS 4 
CAN BE P ICKED UP AT OLE'S PLACE OR LOOK FOR IT IN THE "HERALD"  - FOR 4 
MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 798-2408 or 798.2549. ¢ 
¢ 
0LOSIIIG DATE RACE DATE 
August 3 August § • 1 p .m.  i 
RULES AND ENTRY FORM FOR 
LAK l l L$ i  LAKE LIONS ANNUAL OUTHOUSII RACi l l  
RULES:  
Height:  Two Meters 
Width: One by One Meter  
HP: Ten Max imum (Wil l  be 
checked) 
Has to have three sides closed in 
(except for  windows) 
Has to have a roof 
Has to be on homebui l t  base: 
Pontoons, F loats,  Raft,  Etc .  
MUST WEAR L IFE  JACKET IN 
RACE.  
AT OLI '$ BEACH 
HERE 
~IENTRY FEE:  $1O.00- 
Closes 10 August, 1978 
J . 
I NAME 
J ADDRESS 
j TELEPHONE NUMBER , 
MAIL  TO: Lakelse Lake Lions Club 
I Box 7 RR 2 Kresten Dr. Terrace,  B.C, 
L 
I • 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
0.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-5101 
(eft 
For Sale 12X68' 3 bedroom 
trai ler (Safeway). Fur. 
nlshed or unfurnished. 8X12 
heated Joey shack. Complete 
with 8,000 BTU air cond. 
Close to schools 635.9323. 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Perk phone 
635-3246 (clm.Ju 17) 
72 South Park camp trailer. 
Has everything one needs. 
Stove, water, lights & toilet. 
Phone 635-2713. (p5-14) 
FOR SALE IMMEDIATELY 
12' x 68' trailer with 12'40 
lucy shack all skirted on lot, 
Also 19' x 32' work shop. 
$18,000 or best offer. Phone s- 
• 2319 or 5.2679 (p10-2) 
Bids are Accepted for the 
Removal of: 
(one) Old Bungalo type 
house (no basement) as is 
where is In Kitwanga behind 
Old Elementary School 
Site to be left clean. 
Building must be removed 
within 30 (thrlty) days of 
acceptance. 
Contactln Writing: Mr. L. 
Hailer School District 
Nr88 P.O. Box 159 Terrace, 
British Columbia V8G4A7 
F i re  Damage Salvage. Pan. 
abode home. 2109 Churchill 
Dr. Terrace. Salvage'from 
pa~n,~bode log house to be 
dls'mantelled by e successful 
bid on site to sub floor. Not 
Including fireplace. Sutfable 
for summer cabin. Bids to be 
submitted to P. Lachy C.I.S. 
22. e 8th Ave. Vancouver, by 
August 8th, 1978 for further 
Information ca l l  872.7454 
collect. (c5-15) 
64. 
LOANS 
'MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere in B.C. In. 
~formatlon and references on 
~oquest. J.D. Phillips 
~Capltal Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2)(5. Phone 
,500.0411 days, or 585.1603 
evenings. (f) 
• 1969 Travel Trailer 18' sleeps 
6. Frldge, stove. $2500 OBO. 
Phone 635-5339. (cff) 
Re(: Vehicle - 17.5' Vanguard 
In excellent condition. Self 
contained. 63S-5888. (I)3-15) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W lS,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638-1121 (st;) 
22' River boat and trailer. 
Can yew at 5116 Graham 
"Ave. or call 635.3564 or 635- 
61~6 (lll0-aul0) 
ISV=' Scamper Travel 
Trailer. Sleeps 6, ~ burner 
stove with oven. Furnace & 
Ice box. Good Condition 
$1500. Will trade for good 8 ft 
camper. 842-6231. (c6-16) 
For Sale, 15' travel trailer, 
excellent condition. $1200. 
Very firm, phane 632.2807 
For Sale 1971 Vanguard 9V~,ft 
camper $2000. Phone 635.6977 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAl NTI NG 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
It 
Incorporatel $70.00piusflllng 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised Incorporation 
over the.phone fsstl Call 
Self-Counsel Services toll 
free, 112.800.663.3'007. 
Chargex and Meatercharge 
,accepted. (¢tf.th) _~ 
'industrial air fi lter 
remenufactorlng franchise 
available for Terrace and 
area. For further In- 
formation contact. Irving 
Mann, Zeno Canada Ltd., 
1312 Dalhousle Place, 
Kamloops, B.C. Phone 314- 
3002. (C6-9,11,14,16,19,1) 
Does your bu!ldlng need 
exterior painting? Call 635. 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. I.Eave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (all) 
To whom It may concern. I 
William B. Hutchinson will 
not be responsible for any 
debts Incurred by anyone but 
'myself. 
William B. Hutchinson (p3. 
To whom It may concern. I 
Mike Balattl will not be 
responsible for any bills or 
debts Incurred by my 
common law wife, as of this 
date. July 17, 1978. 
Mike Balattl 
REFUGEES EXPELLED 
HONG KONG (AP) --  Two 
Communist newspapers here 
reported Tuesday that 
Vietnam has expelled more 
than 159,000 ethnic Chinese, 
amid renewed Peking 
government charges that 
Vietnamese autborities are 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - -  If 
Paul Bobeeon cannot have a 
star on Hollywood's Walk of 
Fame, tben actor Jackie 
Cooper says he wants his 
star removed from the 
famous idewalk. 
"They claim Robeson was 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake ~ 
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 31,19'/8 
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not worthy of a star because 
forcing the refugees to cross he didn't win any Oscars or 
the border without proper Emmys and didn't have that the AMAZING SPIO~:R-MAN, By Stan Lee and John Romlta 
papers. The newspapers, much eta film career," the ~ , , .  r : . . . - -  
quoting the official Chin~e 5V-year-old Cooper said , Wn'. eveRvVH,Ne ,~ ,N . ' - L~ '~.  ~ I~'A"KOUT'y/.. ~,4'~N.'~ ~=~70'~ 
Hsinhua news agency, Tuesday. z~Ao/ HE'SST~LL ,~~~ ICAN'T LET y~ ."'//-L_J~="qI,ILOOTIN~THE I ,eR~COA4~I /NOV l 
/ CABINET-- ~ 2 ~ I /~  "::" I I ~SUlL I ;~ 'N~'~f~TH~'~'~,~ N.OW! I dismissed as lies VJet. "ButlwalkeddownHoily. /FAI.I.~N ~.~ ~ / . . * ' l i l i : , ~ ~  / / / '~EP&~' I  
VietnamChinese b causeWant tOtheyleave herdiy recall three out of five ..-,,.,..= f ___~l l i%~l r i l l ,~  ,,,,..._ ' " :~'  
~.ra!d of socialism, here for S0 years," he added. 
"If he's not worthy of having 
. . . . .  a star, then I'm not worthy 
~ i ~  either, and they can take 
mino off." ~ , ~ j ~  
of Commerce voted last 
week to deny a posthumous 
• . star to Robeson. But Mike 
' What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
An"  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Excessive spending could 
prove disastrous now. Don't 
speculate or indulge tn ex- 
travagant whims, and watch 
the budget even when making 
minor purchases. 
TAURUS k.J P---,.~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 91)O/t~ ~ 
Others are observing, some 
following your example. Your 
best foot forward: Stress vital 
points, but no exaggerating or 
cutting corners too closet 
• GEmm n.a~"  
;- (May. 29 to June 21)""7 ~ 
You can take giant steps 
toward advancement now-- ff 
you have the ambition and the 
know-how. Don't launch into 
ancharted seas, however. 
(June 29 to July 23) 
Careful exploration of of- 
ferings and soundly directed 
imagination needed now. 
Don't mix business and 
personal af fa i r s .  
#'t _x-e,. 
(July 24 to AUg. 23) dP6{'~'~xr'( 
original idea could be 
developed, eventually turned 
to profit. Along these lines, it's 
/~  period for pw~hiug your 
vm o 
',AUg. 24 to Sept 23) 
A first-cetu period for in- 
~entivoneus and bringing out 
tormant talent. Put your 
itrength behind unusual 
~ro~cts, but only if they are 
ruly worthwhile. 
• lntA .EL 
~Sept. ~ to oct. 23) - - -  - 
Don't let your curiosity get 
• the better of you --  especially 
in a romantic situation. Too' 
many questions will only yield 
evasive answers. 
SCORPIO 
(oct. 24 to Nov. 23) '~"  
A day of mixed influences. 
Be careful in your ap- 
prnsches. Othors may read 
more into your words and 
actions than you intend. 
SAGFI'FARIUS ~ j .  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Sims, executive director of 
FOR~ATURDAY.3ULY~,I~8 the chamber, said the 
selection committee plans to 
meet his week to reconsider 
What kind of day will its criteria for awarding 
stars. 
The chamber has con- 
forecast given for your birth sistently denied that 
Sign. 
Robeson's left-wing politics 
had anything to do with its 
decision. 
M-'0~REAL (CP)  - -  Men- l " /I ~ P~HEI~ ALl. Tvt' SI"RI~.~S t 
cessive red tape in the 
Canadian film industry has 
forced last-minute Canadian 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~=~" -withdrawal from The 
million international co- 
with production starring Alan 
Arktn. 
Ina terse statement issued 
Tuesday, Helinlan said_ 
• Magician of Lublin, a ;4.5- - 
li  
company was regretfully ' 
forced to abandon Canadian 
co-preduction ri~hte because 
of the "uncertainty of the 
present Canadian tax 
situation with respect to 
movie tax shelters and the 
unforeseen problems in 
finalizing certain pre- 
product ion,  distr ibution 
arrangements." 
Canacltsm investors had 
raised $1.S million for what 
was to be an Israeli- 
thought. Canadian.German co- 
LEO production. Canadian in- 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) d6~"s~ volvement fell through, Hal- 
Mixed influences. You may Iman said in an interview, 
face some odd situations while because the Alberta 
traveling, or through gem- securities and exchange 
mualcations. Obstacles, taken commission had delayed its 
DOONESBURY 
/~  ~/~ ~l lom.r  I~ .  Co~Neoy~. I ~ • ' f I~ ,~ 
/,to~l/N~.. 
I ~ U m  7~/ .HN $1 
I X~wme WneP I I  
I Ro~; ,  n'~o~v. I I 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
ARIF~ *~'~r--~ 
(Mar, 21 to Apr, 20) v 
Curb a tendency toward 
pesstn~n. No matter what 
disappointments you may 
encounter, keep on plugging. 
Try to pattern your day ',alter 
previous uccessful ones. 
TAURUS 
Some lack of harmony, 
differences of opinion in- 
dicated. Proceed 
prudence, forethought. Be 
alert: Expect some obstacles. 
Widely divergent opinions to 
be evaluated. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21)l lPr~ 
Mercury influences now 
stimulate a spirit of adventure 
and heighten the Imagination. 
You can make this a blg day, If 
you will go all out in effort. 
CANCER O( :3  
(June 22 to July 23) 
A good day for malting 
decisions, but weigh them 
well. Move forward only after 
careful and deliberate 
philosophically, could wove• approval. 
interesting as challenges. The movie, based on a 
VIRGO 
(Aug 24 to Sept, 23)" ~ novel by Isaac Bashevis B.C. . I~ l lmu~l l l l t  
E~lore further means to Singer, now will be made as 
an Israeli-German co- ~T~_.~r.~=~E. ~MI::__ ~- r~, . J t |~ ' ~ . . , ~ ~ ' ~ l / r ~  solve problms that arose in production with shooting IP~T'R~I"~E I ~;iE'" I =..~-.~,"-~.~;. | I ~ ~ FOR 1~ , /  the past but still cloud the air. scheduled to begin in West " • N ' 
Fulllll a chei ishedgoing Rar i t .  Don'tdesirejustbY Germany later this month:" ~ / ~ . ~ . ~ _ ~  ~ . .  d~J ~ P  
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) .Jrl.~'~ THEATRE CLEARED 
A fine day for artLqtic, PRETORIA (Reuter) - -  
literary and seclalr interests. The first mufti-racial theatre 
In all things, exploit your audience inPretoria fled the 
general know.how and finesse buildin~ Tuesday night when 
to the hilt. tear gas Was released. The 
newly-formed extreme 
SCORPIO ~ rightwing National Front of (Oct, 24 to Nov. 22) 
Be careful to avoid errors South Africa, patterned on 
that could be prevented the British group which is T~'W~r#,~mb oF m i~ meat I ~  ~ .v~um~ - - . .  
through butter planning and campaigning for forced _ - -  
A long-pending domestic greater care. There's a ton- 
problem can be solved now, so dency toward impulsive ac- 
devote the early part of the tion now. 
day to this task. Then you can SAGITrARIUS X#~_~ 
feel freer to go on to more (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) w~w, 
stimulating interests. A new contact, possibly a 
CAPRICORN ,~p~ change of scenery or activity 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) - , , ,~m ' indicated. Make the most of 
Some tension indicated, all, since they could broaden 
Avoid. highly strung or your scope of interests. 
neurotin persons, and keep out CAPRICORN 1 ~  
of situations which could (Dee. 29 to Jan. 20) 
needlessly involve you in Use good judgment in all 
others' problems." situations: Restrain vigor 
AQUARIUS ~A'~ when it seems politic; be 
(Jan. 31 to Feb. 19) , aggressive where such tactics 
Mixed influences. You may are required. 
eaeeunter some frustrating 
sltuntions during the a.m., but 
the tide will tern la your favor 
inter in the day. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Some new trends in the. 
maklng. Study carefally and 
be sure to check all 
propositions before eecepting. 
Romance and travel favored. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
extremely versatile 
especially along artistic Itn~. 
Unlike most Caneerlans, you 
are not especially studious, 
but you sain a great deal of 
knowledge through reading, 
traveliug -- and observal/on. 
When you ARE interested ina 
subject, however, you will 
engage in intensive research 
and learn all there is to know 
about it. You could succeed in 
either the business world 
(especially as banker or in- 
ves~nent counselor) or in a 
profession, depending upon 
your Inclinations, but you 
would probably be happiest in 
writing, music or acting. The 
mystic has a strong 
fascination for you, and it may 
evidence itself in either 
relic/on or an extraordinary 
interest in the occult. Bit. 
thdate of: Ernest Hemingwey, 
Amer. author; St. Phti/p Ned, 
founder of the Oratorlans. 
('~ 19'/8 King Features Syndicate, lee. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~/~ 
Uranus auspicious. You can 
achieve much ff you will make 
the best use of your creative 
abilities and turn on that 
~,clal charm which b so 
innately ours. 
P .O.  
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Generous aspects stimulate 
your interests and leanings, 
and your personality should 
shine. A novel adventure could 
please you. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
highly sensitive and Idealistic 
individual, often at a complete 
loss in a crassly matsrlalistic 
world; should, therefore, 
avoid a business career, 
unless you can develop a 
harder shell and live your 
dreanls through an avocation 
such as writing, music, poetry ' 
or painting. Yo~r love of 
family and friends is out- 
standing, an is your respect 
for heritage and tradition. You 
make intuitive, understanding 
companions, nurses, doctors, 
homemakers end teachers. In 
the proper niche, yours can be 
an exiremely happy life and 
your achievements of the  
endurinS type. Btrthdate of: '  
A. Ashley Cooper, Eng. 
statesman; Alexander the 
Great. 
~) 1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Neon tubes were shown for the first time at the Paris 
Motor Show in 1910. The main drawback was that 
they only came in red. 
repatriation of colored 
immigrants, said Wed- 
nesday its members 
probably were responsible. 
-The performance of the 
comedy Monkey Walk-- 
watched by an audience of 
about 350, including 10 
blacks~ was held up for 
about 90 minutes until the 
tear gas cleared. Police said 
no arrests have been made. 
TALKS PROPOSED 
TOKYO (AP) - -  China 
Wednesday proposed 
bilateral talks with the Hanoi 
government on the fate of 
ethnic Chinese who say they 
are being persecuted in 
Vietnam. The Peking 
government celled for an 
early meetin8 of vlce-foreign 
ministers amid reports that 
thousands of Chinese are 
fleeing to China to escape 
harassment in Vietnam. The 
dispute already has led to a 
(~hinese halt in aid to Viet- 
nam and closure of Viet- 
namese consulates in 
southern China, adjoining 
Vietnam. 
DISSIDENT 
•REPRIMANDED 
MOSCOW (Reuter) - -  
Andrei Sakharov, a nuclear 
physicist and leading 
dissident,' said Wednesday 
that he has been 
reprimanded by the .Soviet 
Academy of Sciences over a 
scuffle outside the trial of 
fellow-dissident Yuri Orlov 
last May. Two weeks after 
the incident, in which 
Sakharov, 57, was seen to 
strike a steward, Saldmrsv 
was fined $71 and his wife 
Yelena, $57. Sakharov, who 
was awarded the 1975 Nobel 
Peace Prize, said that the 
court had informed the 
academy, the top Soviet 
scientific organization, of the 
incident and proposed that it 
take appropriate measures, 
. T • I T H  A I=:IN(~ .... WHAT re; ~" YOUK H~AP'g,~ HI(~H~R / ,.. t /~LL . . . .  I 
.---~, ~-  ~ Fl~/~=~ll~r T~T~ 
Some used to believe that wearing leaden rings would cure rheumatism. 
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ing system. If on a humid day this system were turned off and warm air were allowed 
to enter, it would rain in the stadium. 
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S.A. black dies after torture 
PIETERMARITZBURG, "c~npletely nameatnd" by Blko, who dLed in police token spinet bls alleged 
South Africa (AP) --  Ida injuries, hospital staffers custody last September in police assailants. 
'Another black South African told the newspar~r. U~e capital of Pretoria after Biko's death raised a 
has died in d~Cer custody Dr. NSubane told the beln~ detained and s torm of internmUonal 
and a black said be 
appeared to have been the 
victim of "systematic tar- 
Three policemen, two 
whites and a black, hove 
been suspended from duty 
pancllx~ the outcome of an 
inveatisaflon, Brigadier Bon 
Peit~rse, Commissioner 
the Natal provincial inland 
poUce division, announced 
Thursday. 
Carpenter Paulea Ngo]osl 
Cane, 22, died last Thursday 
after he was moved from the 
Hluhluwe police station, 160 
kilometres northeast of this 
city, to a hospital in the 
coastal town of Empongoni, 
the Johannesburg Star 
newspaper reported. He was 
being held in the Hlulduwe 
jail awaiting sentence for 
stealing $11,845 from a 
Uveatock dealer's vehicle, 
.the paper said. 
He was the 26th black to 
die in police custody in two 
years. 
A black doctor who 
examined Cane in hospital, 
Dr. B.S. Nsubane, was 
~re~l~,  th~ Cane 
hive been ~.I~ 
victim of "systematic tar- 
tom." He .~s~ "black and 
blue from nend to me and 
wan not 'one ~uere 
inoh of 1remarked skin on hla 
body," the d~tor wss quoted as ~ytn~. 
8AID HE WAS BEATEN 
Before he died, Cane told 
doctors and his mother, 
Linah Cane, that tmiformed 
res~ po~ce am~ hun up 
by the wriats in the )atL me 
Star reported. , 
pol~eeuen, one white and 
black, b, lbed him will 
rewbldewhips and beat him 
with a suck, fists and a brick 
because he refused to reveal 
where the stolen money was 
Idddon, he was quoted as 
oayin¢ 
Dr, Chris Myburgh, a 
national servicemen doing 
dvflinn duty at the hospital, 
81so examined Cone and was 
heard to ,,-claim, "This 
looks llke another Biko," the 
newspaper said. 
The tolerance was to black 
consciousness leader Steve. 
questioned in the coastal protest against the South 
town of Port Elizabeth. A African pof/ceanddetenUon- 
subsequent inquest ruled without-trial laws dui lP~d 
that Biko had died of head to creek down on bind( 
injuries, but no action was . activist,. 
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